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   Muted leather, glints of metal and fluid lines are 

essential to summer’s seating plan. 
  By Sarah Medford 
 Photography by Joss McKinley
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OUR JUNE ISSUE FEATURES TWO COVERS  
Anna Ewers (left) wears a Ralph Lauren Collection trench 
coat and belt, and Edie Campbell (right) wears a Gucci 
dress and New York Vintage belt, photographed by Mikael 
Jansson and styled by George Cortina. For details see 
Sources, page 111. 

THIS PAGE  Edie Campbell, photographed by Mikael 
Jansson and styled by George Cortina. Chloé dress,  
The Boot Man vintage boots and The Vintage Tack Room 
spurs. For details see Sources, page 111.  
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49 TRACKED: Esa-Pekka Salonen
 The esteemed maestro strikes a chord 
 as both conductor and composer.
 By Thessaly La Force
 Photography by Ike Edeani

52 SPY GAMES 
  A former British intelligence 

officer has launched Your Mission 
Experiences Ltd., a role-playing 
adventure for his clients’ le Carré 
fantasies.

 By Tyler Maroney
 Photography by Alex Majoli

54 BIG EASY DOES IT
   A decade after Katrina, a new genera-

tion of chefs broadens New Orleans’s 
food scene.

  By Julia Reed 
  Photography by Rush Jagoe

Collectibles issue.

60 WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
  An unspoiled corner of Kenya is home 

to a private conservancy with an 
innovative approach to protecting 
wildlife—an ideal backdrop for safari-
inspired looks that reflect the spirit  
of the vast East African landscape.

 By Tom Downey  
 Photography by Mikael Jansson
 Styling by George Cortina

94 PLUS ÇA CHANGE
  Over nearly a quarter century, 

antiques dealer and decorator 
Florence Lopez has reworked her 
Paris apartment again and again,  
to captivating effect.

 By Sarah Medford
 Photography by Matthieu Salvaing

100  A SLICE OF SICILIAN
   An old-world cooking school on  

a rural estate in Sicily is keeping  
alive culinary traditions celebrated 
by renowned visiting chefs like  
Grant Achatz and Alice Waters.

  By Jay Cheshes 
  Photography by Andrea Wyner

106  CANDID CAMERA
   Diane Arbus’s revealing photogra-

phy—and her confidence behind the 
lens—was profoundly shaped by her 
mentor and friend, Lisette Model.

  By Arthur Lubow

“I don’t take 
weekends  
off when  
I wrIte. But 
whenever  
I fInIsh a 
sectIon, my 
wIfe and I  
take a long 
vacatIon.”

–roBert caro, P. 112

Clockwise from left: The entry to decorator Florence Lopez’s apartment in Paris, photographed by Matthieu 
Salvaing. New Orleans wine shop Keife & Co., photographed by Rush Jagoe. Writer Robert Caro in his office 
in New York City, photographed by Jeremy Liebman.
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editor’s let ter

ILLUSTRATION BY ALEJANDRO CARDENAS

KITCHEN CONFIDENT  Bast and Anubis, both in Louis Vuitton, help prepare a feast at the Anna Tasca Lanza cooking school in Sicily. 

LA DOLCE VITA

G
IVEN THE NATURAL tendency to glorify cre-
ators of culture—musicians and artists 
who occupy the limelight—it can be easy to 
neglect those working offstage and from the 

sidelines to preserve culture. This issue celebrates 
several individuals who are custodians of traditions, 
places, institutions and memories that might other-
wise be lost to time.

Few landscapes in the world rival the majesty 
and beauty of Kenya’s, as our two separate covers, 
shot on location with models Edie Campbell and 
Anna Ewers, show. Cottar’s 1920s Camp, a private 
conservancy located near the Maasai Mara National 
Reserve, gives visitors the freedom to explore nature 
outside the confines of a vehicle, more so than most 

other safari camps in the region. Calvin Cottar is able 
to offer such experiences owing to a unique arrange-
ment with the local Maasai that allows him to protect 
the wildlife and the land. It’s only through such 
innovative approaches, he says, that we’ll be able to 
maintain the African savanna for future generations.

Photographer Diane Arbus—the subject of an 
exhaustive new biography out this month, excerpted 
in this issue—was a steward of a different sort of cul-
tural history. Aided by her friend and teacher Lisette 
Model, Arbus produced photographs that conferred 
dignity on some of the most offbeat, overlooked and 
marginalized members of society. As Arbus herself 
once said, “There are things that nobody would see 
unless I photographed them.”

This issue also takes us to rural Sicily, home of 
the Anna Tasca Lanza cooking school, where travel-
ers and students—including luminaries like Grant 
Achatz and Alice Waters—can learn about the 
region’s culinary traditions, from wild boar butcher-
ing to olive oil production. Fabrizia Lanza, daughter 
of the marchesa who opened the school, is dedicated 
to keeping the estate’s legacy alive, to the delight of 
everyone who visits. The past is always present, to 
loosely paraphrase William Faulkner. Sometimes it 
just needs a little help to thrive.  

Kristina O’Neill   
k.oneill@wsj.com
Instagram: kristina_oneill
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WALK ON THE WILD SIDE  P. 60

This month’s cover story features a 32-page fashion portfolio shot on an almost 7,000-acre Kenyan conservancy. “Seeing [model] 
 Edie Campbell galloping on horseback through a herd of zebras was spectacular,” says photographer Mikael Jansson of one of the shoot’s 

many adventures. (Cover models Campbell and Anna Ewers appear in a behind-the-scenes video that accompanies the article’s online 
version.) On collaborating with Jansson, stylist George Cortina notes, “I was excited to go to Africa with someone who has the same love for 

the environment that I do, and Mikael was perfect because he understands the culture of the places he photographs.” Writer Tom Downey 
decided to experience Kenya in a more engaged way than he had on a previous trip years ago, when he saw everything from a safari  

vehicle. This time he went on a sunrise run with a couple of Maasai men. “To be jogging alongside giraffes, zebras, warthogs while dawn  
was breaking across the plains—it was an amazing moment,” he recalls. 

june 2016

CONTRIBUTORS

IKE EDEANI
Photographer

tracked  p. 49

BY SARA MOROSI

LOOKING FORWARD 
Model Anna Ewers poses 

in southwest Kenya as 
photographer Mikael 
Jansson captures the 

safari experience.
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WSJ. asks six luminaries to weigh in on a single topic. This month: Possession.

DEVIN 
WENIG

“When I was a kid, I 
collected fishing lures 
that I used to catch 
bluefish off the beaches 
of Montauk. And when I 
could afford to buy a Mad 
magazine, I’d buy one. 
These two collections 
always brought back 
memories of summers 
growing up on the Long 
Island shore. There are 
certain stories that are 
lore in our company, too. 
There’s a longstand-
ing eBay employee who 
had a Corvette that he 
drove as a teenager. He 
loved it. But he sold it—I 
think he had to sell it 
at the time. Anyway, he 
found it, that same car, 
20 years later on eBay 
and rebought it. It sits 
in his garage. It wasn’t 
the Corvette itself that 
was important; it was 
the memories it brought 
back. I don’t think pos-
sessions are the most 
important thing in life. 
A person’s character is 
much more important 
than the stuff they own. 
Still, it’s natural for 
people to collect the 
things that reflect their 
character.”

Wenig is president and CEO 
of eBay.

“Possession has in it the 
idea of avoiding loss. If 
you own a lot of things, 
you’re less vulnerable  
to loss. It’s very likely 
that in this culture the 
idea of an enviable life 
has replaced the idea of  
a good life. If I’m some-
body who possesses a 
great deal of desirable 
objects then I’m both 
immune to loss and I’m 
an object of envy and 
admiration. And that 
could sustain a picture 
of myself as leading the 
best life available to me, 
as though the best per-
son is the richest person. 
On the one hand you 
want to possess some-
thing so you no longer 
need to go on wanting 
it—the question of pos-
session begins very early 
on, and it’s about acquir-
ing a sense that the wish 
to possess is a magical 
solution to the problem 
of frustration. But the 
issue is, if you possess 
something before you 
really want it, you won’t 
know what to do with it 
when you get it.”

ADAM 
PHILLIPS

Phillips, a psychotherapist 
and essayist, is the author of 
Unforbidden Pleasures,  
which was released last month.

“I play Kizzy in Roots. 
She’s someone who grew 
up very close with the 
daughter of the slave-
owner—she was almost 
like a toy for this girl. 
Kizzy was an extraor-
dinarily strong person. 
She had to be. But she 
also had to have faith. 
Not necessarily a faith 
in God, although as a 
Muslim she had that,  
but a faith in survival, 
a faith in herself and 
her fellow man. Not in 
the people who said 
they owned her, who 
possessed her, but in 
the people around her, 
a faith that there was 
humanity and it could 
be recognized in oth-
ers. You also have to be 
willing to extend that 
humanity to people even 
when you feel that you 
don’t have any left to 
give. In the practice of 
owning people, in claim-
ing to possess them, 
there is no rationaliza-
tion. It’s ugliness; it’s 
greed. But it’s what 
we’re built on.”

ANIKA NONI 
ROSE

Rose is an actress and will 
appear in Roots, premiering on 
May 30 on the History Channel.

soapbox

THE COLUMNISTS

Cleveland is a model and  
the author of the new memoir 
Walking with the Muses,  
out this month.

PAT 
CLEVELAND

“I was raised by my 
mother, and she bought 
everything. We used to 
go to Bloomingdale’s and 
buy the most expensive 
items. She would buy a 
diamond even if we had 
to eat beans for weeks. 
When I was 15, she 
bought me a fur coat. 
She said, ‘If you have 
this, it will open doors 
for you.’ For my mother, 
living well was the best 
revenge. Her mother, 
my grandmother, was 
very well educated—
she attended Spelman 
College—but had no 
opportunities.  You see, 
she grew up in the deep 
South. Imagine going 
from picking cotton to 
Spelman. So possessions 
were not superficial 
things for my mother. 
They were meaningful. 
They meant that you  
had reached a certain 
point, that you could 
have the dream. And 
a thing becomes your 
companion. Your posses-
sions tell your story.”

Barbie is a doll manufactured 
by Mattel.

BARBIE

“What’s my favorite 
possession? Not my 
shoes. Everyone thinks 
that what matters to 
me most is my stuff, 
like my Dreamhouse 
or my Corvette, but it’s 
something else—imagi-
nation. Imagination 
takes me further than a 
Corvette ever could. It’s 
taken me to the moon 
and back, all the way to 
the C-suite corner office. 
I won’t deny my posses-
sions, but what people 
don’t realize is that 
they’re bigger than they 
appear. They’re props to 
endless stories, stories 
that I can share with 
countless girls and boys. 
Like the time I drove 
my Corvette through a 
magical rainforest to 
save a purple hamster. 
Or when I wore the aqua 
puffy-sleeve taffeta 
ensemble to school and 
convinced everyone to 
throw a disco party! So 
my favorite possession 
isn’t as tangible as a pair 
of heels or a purse—it’s 
imagination and my abil-
ity to inspire. I hope that 
lasts forever, and that 
dreams are always big  
in the Dreamhouse!”

“I have 150 cars and 117 
motorcycles. But I don’t 
buy cars to look at—mine 
are all functioning. A 
lot of times, you buy the 
story as much as you 
buy the car. A few years 
ago, I got a call from 
this 91-year-old woman. 
She had a 1951 Hudson 
Hornet. She had bought 
the car new with her  
husband. He died in 
’96, and since then it 
had been parked in the 
garage. She would go 
out with this big feather 
duster and wipe it off. 
It was in rough shape, 
but she was such a nice 
lady, I bought it and took 
it back to my garage to 
restore it. Two years 
later, I call her up and 
ask her to take a ride in 
this car. She says,  
‘Let me call the kids.’ 
They’re like 70 and 72! 
We get in the car and go 
for a ride. She’s laughing 
and telling stories about 
the car and her husband, 
driving it from New 
Jersey to California in 
1951. The kids are laugh-
ing. I’m saying, ‘Stop  
it or I’m going to turn 
this car around.’  
We were hysterical.  
It was so much fun.”

JAY
LENO

Leno is a comedian and the host 
of CNBC’s Jay Leno’s Garage. 
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what’s news.the world of culture & st yle june 2016

N
ESTLED INTO THE Dois Irmãos moun-
tains near the top of Rio de Janeiro’s 
Vidigal favela—one of the city’s hillside 
shantytowns—are two terra-cotta-brick 
buildings that at first glance seem to 

have much in common with the ramshackle struc-
tures nearby. On closer inspection, they differ quite 
dramatically from their surroundings, with floor-
to-ceiling windows, terraces, a linking bridge and 
a rainwater-recycling system, providing a sharp 
contrast to the open sewers that plague the neigh-
borhood. The walls are brightened with graffiti by 
local artists, and a frieze of black-and-white photos 
of children’s faces, by French street artist JR, offers a 
clue to the activities inside. 

This compact compound, overlooking the beaches 
of Ipanema and Leblon, is the home of Escola Vidigal, 

BY CAROL KINO   PHOTOGRAPHY BY PATRICK FRASER

PartnershiP

LEARNING CURVE
High in a Rio favela, Brazilian artist Vik Muniz has built an inviting, light-filled school offering free  
arts-oriented classes to local children, a program he hopes will change the direction of their lives.

an experimental school founded last year by Brazilian 
artist Vik Muniz. Because its buildings have been so 
deftly constructed to both stand out from and mesh 
with their environment, the project has been cho-
sen for inclusion in the Brazilian pavilion at this 
year’s Venice Architecture Biennale, running May 28 
through November 27.  

Scheduled to open in October, Escola Vidigal aims 
to teach what Muniz calls “visual literacy” to local 
children, ages 4 to 8, who will be offered free pre-
school and after-school classes in art, design and 
technology. Armed with creative know-how, “they 
won’t just be observers, they’ll be participants,” 
Muniz says. “And I think that alone will set them on a 
different mode of interaction with the world.”

One of Brazil’s biggest art stars, Muniz, 54, knows 
the transformative power of self-expression. Raised 

in a low-income neighborhood outside São Paulo, he 
lifted himself from poverty by winning an art-school 
scholarship. As a young man, he talked his way into 
an advertising career, and in the 1980s, after moving 
to New York, he embarked on his artistic endeavors.

Today Muniz is known for his trompe l’oeil pho-
tos, which often feature food and other unexpected 
materials arranged to replicate familiar images or 
artworks. Imagine Caravaggio’s Medusa made with 
fusilli in marinara sauce, or a Hans Namuth pho-
tograph of Jackson Pollock re-created in chocolate 
syrup. Muniz now has a major international career, 
with a packed exhibition schedule, including a ret-
rospective at the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, on 
view until August 21, and a show opening June 9 at 
The Hague’s Mauritshuis.

Back in Brazil—he’s lived part time in Rio since >

GREAT HEIGHTS 
Artist Vik Muniz (left) 
with architects Brenda 
Bello and Basil Walter 
on a terrace at Muniz’s 

new Rio de Janeiro 
school, Escola Vidigal. 
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BRIGHT PROSPECTS Clockwise from above: A colorful work by 
Brazilian graffiti artist Juliana Fervo on a stairway next to Escola 
Vidigal; the school’s terra-cotta-brick facade; playful furniture in 
one of the spacious classrooms.

2005—Muniz has marshaled his financial and cul-
tural capital to help Rio’s underclass. Working with 
children especially, he says, has been “a way for me to 
reconnect with the poor boy that I left here.” In 2008 
he got involved with Spectaculu, an organization 
that trains disadvantaged youths ages 16 to 22 for 
skilled jobs in the city’s television, film and theater 
industries. And his collaboration with Rio garbage 
pickers, chronicled in the Oscar-nominated 2010 doc-
umentary Waste Land, drew attention to their plight 
while also raising money for their union.  

This is the first time Muniz has founded a nonprofit 
himself, not to mention one requiring new infrastruc-
ture. Designed by Basil Walter and Brenda Bello of the 

New York–based firm BWArchitects, the school’s two 
buildings initially suggest typical favela construc-
tions, which are made from terra-cotta brick and 
concrete. But as Walter points out, the school’s struc-
tures are the first in the area to add the stability of 
steel framing. (It took some doing to get the materials 
to the site: Favela roads don’t reach everywhere, so 
the beams had to be cut apart, driven uphill, carried 
down a winding staircase and welded back together.) 

Both buildings are light and airy, fronted with 
large windows that take advantage of the glorious 
views. Here, the steel becomes a decorative element, 
an asymmetrical latticework designed by Bello to 
echo the irregular rooflines characteristic of a favela. 

Walter, who has designed homes around the world 
as well as New York’s Monkey Bar and the space for 
Vanity Fair’s annual L.A. Oscar party, is Brazilian 
himself, and he regarded the Rio project as a personal 
challenge. “I wanted to retain the overall charac-
ter of the place and show some understanding for 
the lives of the people who live there,” he says. “The 
attempt here is not to create some luxurious build-
ing and plunk it in a favela, but to make something 
that’s meaningful to the community and then allow 
the favela to envelop it.”

Escola Vidigal is one of 15 projects representing 
Brazil in Venice this year. Curated by Washington 
Fajardo, the pavilion is organized around the theme of 
Juntos, which translates as “together,” a reference to 
the sort of grass-roots, collaborative construction that 
has allowed Brazilian cities to expand and thrive—in 
contrast to the tightly planned, utopian modernity of 
Oscar Niemeyer and Lúcio Costa that has symbolized 
the country’s architecture for decades. “To design 
and build in a favela is a huge challenge because of the 
topography and because it’s so dense,” Fajardo says. 
“What’s interesting about Escola Vidigal is that it 
creates a dialogue with the pre-existing built environ-
ment while improving the quality of the space.” 

Though the school’s curriculum is still in devel-
opment, Muniz has been conferring with early 
childhood experts and devising a wide range of 
classes, from drawing to computer programming to 
gardening. He’s also been working on science courses 
with Tal Danino, an assistant professor of biomedi-
cal engineering at Columbia University. Danino 
and Muniz have already collaborated on several art 
projects, including Colonies, a series of images and 
videos made with microscopic photographs of bac-
teria and cancer cells. For Escola Vidigal, Danino is 
creating a computer game called Syndemic, which 
will introduce students to biological concepts by 
having them follow bacteria on a path through the 
human body. In a more low-tech approach, kids will 
work with their own bacteria, swabbing their fingers 
with paintbrushes, running the brushes across petri 
dishes and waiting for patterns to form.

“We don’t have all the answers yet,” Muniz adds. 
“The main reason we’re opening this school is to learn 
from the kids. It’s a place for us to go and play, too.”  

ANIMAL INSTINCTS
This season, designers are embracing their wild side by introducing bold variations on the classic leopard print. Featuring daring patterns 

and new feminine shapes, these handbags instantly elevate an outfit, making them the perfect accessories to carry into the fall.  
From left: Lanvin, Dolce & Gabbana, Coach 1941, Louis Vuitton, Max Mara, Tod’s. For details see Sources, page 111. 
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woman and man have equality,” he says. “And every-
one supports the others.” And as players navigate the 
game world, expand alliances and take down foes, 
Madiba hopes the experience gets them thinking 
about “the place for Africa now; beyond money and 
war, what is mankind doing there? That’s what we 
want to answer in the game,” he says.

Given the low cost of production in an economi-
cally developing country, Madiba thinks he can be 10 
times as profitable as a studio in Europe or the United 
States. To raise money, he says, he again drew on 
Cameroonian culture, specifically a local tribe called 
the Bamileke, who are known for keen marketing and 
financing. Madiba mixed what he calls this “local, 
traditional way of fundraising in tribes with the Wall 
Street logic of shareholding.” 

As work on Aurion progressed, Madiba’s team 
posted videos on YouTube and put out a call for 
investments, offering 300 shares of the company. 
Along with a Kickstarter campaign, Kiro’o ended up 
raising $270,000, enough to finish the title.  “Africa 
has its edge,” says one investor, Rodrigue Fouafou, 
the co-founder and CEO of HartNamtemah, a 
Canadian firm that invests in African start-ups. “The 
diaspora supports African products. People want 
something new, innovative and exotic—this is what 
Kiro’o Games will offer.”

As the April release date approached, Madiba 
found that his innovation had also gotten the atten-
tion of the U.S. State Department, which selected 
him to participate in the 2016 Mandela Washington 
Fellowship Program (launched by President Obama 
as part of the Young African Leaders Initiative to 
invest in the next generation of African leaders). “We 
hope our game will show that there is diversity, but 
you will have white people in our games, too, and yel-
low and even blue ones,” Madiba says. “What’s most 
important is the message: Being African isn’t based 
on your color; it’s based on your philosophy. It’s how 
you see the world and what you want to share.” 

After learning to code and graduating with a 
degree in computer science from the University of 
Yaoundé in 2009, Madiba used the Internet to teach 
himself how to make games and build a company. 
Gathering a small group of friends, he began work-
ing on a game that drew from their own culture and 
history. Instead of using the typical wizards and 
warriors of most role-playing games, they created 
a fantasy action adventure that imagines “how the 
world would be if Africa was at the top,” he says. 

The player controls Enzo Kori-Odan, an African 
prince, and his fiancée, Erine. They are victims of a 
coup by Kori-Odan’s brother-in-law, who exiles them 
on their wedding and coronation day. The royal cou-
ple then travels through a fantasy world, recruiting 
allies and fighting to regain their rightful command. 
Players battle amid thatched roofs, lush green set-
tings, percussive music and colorfully robed tribal 
characters—far from the usual Game of Thrones fare. 

Along with plenty of action, the game rewards 
the cooperation and respect Madiba says pervades 
his community. “We put in the African wisdom that 
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IDEOGAME COMPANIES face herculean 
challenges when finishing a new title: fix-
ing bugs, hitting deadlines, running out of 
ramen. For Guillaume Olivier Madiba, the 

30-year-old founder of Cameroon’s Kiro’o Games, add 
to that running out of power. “There’s not enough 
electricity in town, so in dry season we lose power 
eight hours at a time,” Madiba says. “I can send you 
pictures of us brainstorming with flashlights.” 

Based in the green hills of Yaoundé, Cameroon’s 
capital, Kiro’o Games is not only breaking ground 
for software developers in its home country—it’s 
also among the first companies in the world to create 
an African-themed role-playing game. This spring, 
Madiba and his team of 18 artists and programmers 
were in the throes of completing their debut title, 
Aurion: Legacy of the Kori-Odan, for its April launch 
online. But he says there’s more at stake than just the 
product’s success. “Our dream is bigger than that,” 
he says. “We want to build a bridge between the gam-
ing industry and Africa.”

Within the U.S., the videogame industry has been 
notoriously homogeneous. According to a 2010 report 
by the Kaiser Family Foundation, African-Americans 
between the ages of 8 and 18 play videogames 29 min-
utes more per day than white youth in the same age 
bracket, yet African-Americans represent just three 
percent of developers, according to the International 
Game Developers Association, which is only a one 
percent increase in the past decade. Frustrations 
persist as well over the hackneyed portrayal of black 
characters in games—if the characters even appear. 
Derek Manns, a game designer and professor who 
leads panels on blacks in gaming at the annual Game 
Developers Conference, says, “It’s gone from ‘Well, 
you don’t see stereotypes’ to ‘You might not see any-
thing at all.’ ” 

Growing up poor in Cameroon, the son of a sugar 
factory employee and a video store owner, Madiba 
became obsessed with videogames, but with no 
industry in his home country, he had no viable 
career options in the field. “I had a little dream to 
become good in computer science and maybe go to 
America to work for a studio,” he recalls. “But it’s 
not so easy to travel from Africa, and my parents 
didn’t have money.”

BY DAVID KUSHNER

One of the world’s most innovative videogame companies isn’t  
in Silicon Valley or Japan. It’s in Central Africa, where the  

start-up’s debut title is helping diversify a $100 billion industry.

THE NAME OF THE GAME
nex t in tech

THE PLAYBOOK  
Clockwise from 
near left: Guillaume 
Olivier Madiba, the 
30-year-old founder 
of Kiro’o Games; 
Enzo and Erine 
Kori-Odan, the two 
main characters of 
the recently launched 
videogame.
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T
HE CUISINES OF sub-Saharan Africa remain largely unknown to Western palates. Yet the 
rich stews, soups and charbroiled meats of this vast, diverse region, as prepared by the 
London-based collective The Groundnut, have made the group’s pop-up suppers one of 
the city’s hottest tickets. Starting with a dinner at San Francisco’s Museum of the African 

Diaspora in June, Groundnut founders Folayemi Brown, 27, Duval Timothy, 26, and Jacob Fodio 
Todd, 31, hope to replicate their success across the 
Atlantic with a series of meals stateside. Those who 
are unable to snag tickets can enjoy their cooking 
at home with a brand-new book, Food From Across 
Africa: Recipes to Share, out June 14.

The collaboration developed organically in 2012, 
when the three friends, then recent college grads, 
were discussing their future plans. As students, 
they regularly hosted dinner parties at Brown 
and Timothy’s New Cross apartment, drawing on 
Todd’s and Timothy’s professional cooking skills 
(they both worked at the London outpost of the highly acclaimed Rose Bakery) and the trio’s com-
bined culinary heritage, which encompasses traditions from Sierra Leone, Mozambique, Kenya and 
Nigeria. They were confident they could re-create these festive repasts—a staple is the groundnut 
stew for which the group is named, made with chicken, Scotch bonnet peppers and peanuts—with an 
inventive supper club, one that would stand out from the others springing up across the city.  

In January 2012, their first gathering was filled largely with friends and family. But word spread 
quickly, and the next date was sold out. The trio rapidly realized they had created a viable business and 

have been honing their skills ever 
since. Now they hold the dinners 
at various rented venues, includ-
ing art galleries and studio spaces, 
across south London, and they 
have even staged events at the Tate 
Modern. What has remained con-
sistent over the past four years is 
the size of the party (always fairly 
intimate at around 40 people) and 
the menu filled with crowd-pleas-
ing African dishes. thegroundnut 
.co.uk. —Mark Ellwood

THREE’S COMPANY 
The Groundnut supper 

club founders (from left) 
Duval Timothy, Folayemi 

Brown and Jacob Fodio 
Todd, whose first 

cookbook (shown above) 
comes out in June.

Among the handful of interior designers who 

work with the Silicon Valley elite, Dan Fink 

is one of the busiest. His clients include 

Facebook co-founder Chris Hughes, investor/

entrepreneur Peter Thiel and Thiel’s PayPal 

co-founder, Max Levchin. Back in 2005, Fink 

was on track to become one of them; Thiel 

hired the human biology major as an assis-

tant right out of Stanford. From there, Fink 

quickly transitioned into the role of advance 

man for the think-tank retreats that Thiel runs 

around the world, choosing the locations and 

staging the meeting areas—his first foray into 

designing spaces. Five years in, 

Fink asked Thiel for the chance 

to decorate his new Manhattan 

apartment, and Thiel agreed. 

“The next thing I knew,”  

says Fink, “Peter’s peers were 

looking to design homes with 

someone they trusted.” 

Now 32, Fink lives in New 

York with his husband, fellow 

designer Thomas O’Brien (the 

couple is collaborating on a new 

home-retail venture, Copper Beech, launching this 

summer in Bellport, Long Island), and travels to see 

his San Francisco clients monthly. What he doesn’t 

know yet about curtain hardware he makes up for 

in tech-world insights. He keeps meetings short but 

comprehensive and specializes in layouts that are 

highly adaptable. “I often have to create forum-like 

seating where people can have discussions,” says 

Fink. “They want comfort, practicality—and places 

to breed ideas.” danfinkstudio.com. —Sarah Medford
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study in design

VALLEY GUY 

MAKING WAVES
South Pacific island mariners once piloted their boats by tracking the stars, ocean currents and 
migratory patterns of water fowl. As advances in charted and instrument-based navigation spread 
throughout the world, this Polynesian method of wayfinding was on the verge of extinction. Then 
about 40 years ago, as part of the 1970s revival of native Hawaiian culture, artist Herb Kawainui 
Kane and several others created the Polynesian Voyaging Society and built Hokule’a, a replica 
voyaging canoe, with a mission to educate the public about this ancient expertise and ensure its 
survival. In May 2014 Hokule’a embarked on a 60,000-nautical-mile, worldwide expedition to 
promote environmental consciousness as well as Hawaiian history. After traveling to Australia, 
Bali, South Africa, Brazil and the Caribbean, Hokule’a will arrive at New York Harbor this month, 
marking World Oceans Day with a visit to the United Nations. hokulea.com. —Brekke Fletcher

Long frustrated by the bulky makeup they were 
carrying around in their bags, tech entrepreneur 
Julie Fredrickson, 32, and makeup artist Chelsa 

Crowley, 34, sought out a solution for smaller, 
lighter alternatives. The result, launched last 

year, is Stowaway Cosmetics, a line packaged in 
trim tubes and compacts a fraction of the size 
of their market equivalents and made without 

preservatives or questionable chemicals. “It’s not 
the 1950s anymore; women aren’t sitting around 

in the boudoir,” says Crowley. “We’re on the 
move, and products need to fit into our lives.”
Now Fredrickson and Crowley are expanding 
their offerings with three sheer lip glosses and 

the new Essential Eye Palette, a set of eight 
neutral shimmery and matte powders that work 

as both shadows and liners. “You can build 
great brands off the idea of simplicity—look 
at American sportswear,” says Fredrickson. 

“Yet somehow the concept never really took 
off in beauty.” Problem solved. $8–$25; 
stowawaycosmetics.com. —Megan Deem

the beaut y of 

SMALL WONDERS

HOUSEHOLD NAME 
Two homes designed by 
Dan Fink (left): A retreat 
on the Hawaiian island 
of Maui (top) and a house 
in upstate New York.

 actual 
size!

FLOAT ON 
Hokule’a, a replica 
of an ancient 
double-hulled 
sailing vessel, is 
circumnavigating 
the globe.
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At Spring Place, a new collaborative workspace 

and membership club, founders Alessandro Cajrati 

Crivelli, Francesco Costa and Imad Izemrane aim 

to give young creatives from fields such as fashion, 

art and film a place to connect. The first location 

opened in Manhattan in May, taking up three 

floors of the Tribeca building that’s also home to 

Spring Studios, the multimedia agency and event 

space. While the focus of Spring Place is profes-

sional, the founders envision something between 

WeWork and Soho House: One floor features a 

sunken living room, a bar and a soundproof music 

room stocked with vintage instruments. Private 

offices, meeting spaces and dining rooms can be 

reserved in advance, and administrative help is 

available through a concierge service, tech support 

and personal assistants. More locations are slated 

to arrive by 2018 in London, Paris, Milan and L.A. 

$800/month; springplace.com. —Scott Christian

hot propert y

COMMON GROUND

food net work

OUT OF AFRICA

NOW HEAR THIS
From its Queens workshop, the family-run firm Woo 
Audio produces boutique gear for audiophiles. The 

company’s latest invention is the Walkman-size WA8 
Eclipse, a sleek battery-powered all-tube amplifier 
with a hi-res digital-to-analog converter. Built for 

use with headphones, the amp produces a sound as 
warm as its Edison bulb–like glow. $1,800–$1,900; 

wooaudio.com. —Julie Coe
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English gardens, the classic ideal of tamed nature, have long served as 
the inspiration for paintings and poems. Three acclaimed London-based 
garden designers—Luciano Giubbilei, Jinny Blom and Arne Maynard—
are bringing that storied tradition into the 21st century. Here, they talk 
mentors, must-haves and more.  —Norman Vanamee

Born and raised in Italy, Luciano 
Giubbilei, 45, moved from Siena to London 

in the 1990s and quickly made a name  
for himself as a garden designer with a 

relatively small townhouse project. 
Rejecting the ubiquitous “cottage garden” 

look, he outfitted the terrace with 
minimalist furniture, potted Japanese 

maples and neat balls of boxwood, 
creating a sleek outdoor living room. Since 

then he has designed landscapes large  
and small in Europe, Morocco and the U.S. 
and won several awards, including best in 

show at London’s annual Chelsea Flower 
Show. Giubbilei’s approach is often 

architectural, employing a limited range 
of plants, pruned to the extreme. But lately 

he has been testing new ideas with an 
experimental flower bed at Great Dixter, 
the legendary Sussex estate whose head 

gardener, Fergus Garrett, is serving as 
Giubbilei’s adviser. This kind of collabora-
tion is important to Giubbilei’s work and a 

focus of his new book, The Art of Making 
Gardens, out in May. “I love seeing how 

other people think,” he says. “It forces me 
to expand my own creative process.” >

LUCIANO 
GIUBBILEI

4. What’s your favorite hotel? 
Il Pellicano, in Porto Ercole, Italy.

5. Who has been your greatest mentor? 
In the early years, my professor Andrew Wilson and my  
drawing tutor, Alan Hughes. Most recently, fashion designer  
Sir Paul Smith [above] and, at Great Dixter, Fergus Garrett.

6. What’s your essential piece of kitchen equipment? 
An old-fashioned Moka pot by Bialetti still makes the best coffee. 

1. Who’s your garden 
design icon? 
I love the work of Fernando 
Caruncho [whose land-
scaping for a property 
in Mallorca is shown at 
right]. He’s a great philoso-
pher in every sense. 

2. What’s your favorite 
place to visit? 
I go to Mallorca a lot. It’s a 
creative place where I find 
inspiration for my work.  

3. What was the first 
garden you designed? 
It was a country garden in 
Stroud, Gloucestershire, 
at an old stone house with 
a long drive. It had horn-
beam hedges, lime trees 
and a beautiful terrace. 

7. What’s your favorite restaurant? 
Osteria Le Logge, in Siena. It’s an old phar-
macy—everything has been left as it was. 
When I’m there, I’m happy to be back home.

8. What’s your favorite indulgence? 
Dark chocolate with hazelnut or ginger. 

9. Is there one wild, uncultivated land-
scape that inspires you? 
There’s a spot where I often find myself 
stopping to contemplate the view. It’s over 
the car park at Great Dixter [below]. Like 
a painting, everything is placed perfectly, 
all essential to the meditative quality, 
especially the sheep grazing on the green, 
undulating landscape.
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In our constant pursuit of absolute beauty, every Forevermark diamond undergoes a journey of rigorous selection.
This is why less than one percent of the world’s diamonds are worthy of the Forevermark inscription – 
our promise of beauty, rarity and responsible sourcing.
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In England, where it is not just possible 
but even common for gardeners to become 

stars, Jinny Blom, 55, is a bona fide 
horticultural celebrity. She has collabo-

rated with princes Charles and Harry  
on gardens for the Chelsea Flower Show 

and created ravishing terrains from Kenya 
to the United States. Blom, who formerly 

worked as a psychologist, is a frequent 
contributor to the country’s many 

gardening publications, writing in a tone 
that alternates from the highly aesthetic to 

the refreshingly pragmatic. (“Have you 
ever tried mowing beneath flopped-over 

plants? Quite. I rest my case.”) She is 
currently at work on a book, The 

Thoughtful Gardener, to be published next 
spring. Increasingly, Blom is called on by 

clients who have bought large, formerly 
agricultural estates but don’t plan to farm 

them. “It’s a lot of restoration work,” she 
says, “repairing damaged nature and 

trying to leave it in a state where it doesn’t 
require a lot of maintenance.” She often 

uses historical research to inform her 
projects. “I like the big picture,” she says, 

“but I’m obsessed with the details.” >

JINNY BLOM

9. What’s your essential garden gear?  
Sneeboer gardening tools, hand forged in Holland. 

10. Is there one wild landscape that inspires you?  
Kenya’s Great Rift Valley, where I landscaped a new safari lodge.

11. What is your greatest creative inspiration?
I try to look up as often as possible and see what the clouds are 
doing. I visit so many countries, and we all share the same sky.

1. What’s your favorite 
place to visit? 
Taroudant, Morocco. It’s 
not really a tourist town, 
but I enjoy the hospitable 
character of the locals.

2. What’s your essential 
grooming product? 
Santa Maria Novella’s 
Acqua di Colonia 
Melograno perfume.

3. What garden most 
inspires you? 
I’ve been reading about the 
original Garden of Eden 
[shown below in an 1828 
painting by Thomas Cole]. 
I’d love to see it re-created.

4. What’s your favorite 
book? 
Anything by Balzac or 
Robert Graves. I often 
reread Goodbye to All That.

5. What’s your favorite 
gadget? 
My Swiss Army knife. 

6. What’s your favorite restaurant? 
I’m very biased toward Spring, at 
Somerset House [in London]. Not just 
because I created the tree-filled atrium 
garden, but also because Skye Gyngell is a 
brilliantly inventive chef.

7. Who was your greatest mentor? 
Ian Gordon-Brown, the eminent industrial 
psychologist who mentored me in my first 
career in mental health. Without him I 
doubt I’d have had the courage to switch. 

8. What’s your favorite museum? 
The Ashmolean in Oxford. I can only do 
one room at a time, as it’s so rich. The 
ancient statuary is beyond belief.
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Passionate about plants from a young 
age, Arne Maynard, 51, didn’t become a 

professional garden designer until his 
mid-30s, after studying architecture. 

He has made up for lost time, composing 
hundreds of elegant landscapes, from an 
oceanfront estate in East Hampton, New 

York, to the rose- and boxwood-packed 
grounds of Haddon Hall, a historic manor 

in Derbyshire, England. Recently he has 
become equally well known for his  

own home, the Welsh farmhouse Allt-
y-bela, where he has joined formal 

elements like topiary and espaliered 
fruit trees with lush plantings of grasses 

and flowers. (The property figures 
prominently in his latest book, The 

Gardens of Arne Maynard, released last 
fall.) Maynard sees his role as similar 

to that of a set designer or an editor. 
“You’re looking at all the elements,” he 

says, “pulling everything together into a 
whole.” But whatever a site calls for,  

he’s a gardener to the core. “I make a 
statement out of the act of horticulture,” 

he explains. His main interest lies in  
the real work of growing things. •

ARNE 
MAYNARD

9. What is your essential kitchen equipment? 
A KitchenAid mixer. There’s so much you can do with it.

10. What’s your favorite flower? 
Daphne bholua ‘Jacqueline Postill’ is a true heart-warmer.  
It’s so full of flower in the bleakest of the winter months that  
I like to plant one at the entrance to the house. Its heady  
perfume provides a welcome reminder of the beauty of the 
garden, even on the darkest and gloomiest of days. 

1. What’s your favorite city? 
Venice, for its unrivaled 
romantic beauty. 

2. What was the first garden 
you designed? 
A small garden in [London’s] 
Pelham Crescent, for David 
and Eve Abbott, who became 
my lifelong friends. My new 
book is dedicated to David, 
who died recently.

3. What’s your favorite 
hotel? 
Inis Meáin, on one of the 
remote Aran Islands, off  
the coast of Ireland.

4. What’s your favorite 
album or music? 
Handel’s “Zadok the Priest.”

5. What’s your favorite 
indulgence? 
Häagen-Dazs pralines  
and cream.

6. What’s your essential garden gear? 
A good pair of secateurs. The Japanese 
Tobisho range is excellent. 

7. What garden inspires you most? 
The gardens of Rousham House in 
Oxfordshire, laid out by William Kent [in 
the 18th century]. They were designed to 
withstand the test of time, with a limited 
palette of plants and a simplicity that 
feels both traditional and contemporary.  
I return there again and again.

8. What’s your favorite restaurant? 
The River Café in London. I never tire of 
its fresh, seasonal food.
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WHAT’S NEXT
With modern, striking lines, standard Bi-LED headlights and an 
uncompromising sense of style, the 2016 Prius has an edge at  
every angle. Sleek is what’s next.

BY SARAH MEDFORD
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOSS MCKINLEY
PROP STYLING BY YOLANDE GAGNIER

Muted leather, glints of metal and fluid  
lines are essential to summer’s seating plan.

FAIR-WEATHER 
TRENDS

MARKET REPORT.fashion & design forecast june 2016
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CURVE APPEAL  
A ’90s Swedish design 

still cuts a shapely 
figure. Bruno Chair,  

in natural leather  
and brass, by Mats  

Theselius for Källemo.
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HANG LOOSE 
Fashioned into a 
sculptural berth, sturdy 
straps and trim hardware 
show their rugged good 
looks. Objets Nomades 
hammock, in woven 
leather strips with gilded 
rivets, by Atelier Oï for 
Louis Vuitton. 

FINE FORM 
Seventies styling  
and an architectural  
physique result in a  
sharp silhouette.  
Valdés Armchair H,  
in leather, steel tubing 
and laminated wood,  
by Cristián Valdés.
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SMOOTH STRETCH 
The camping cot 
gets reimagined as a 
minimalist daybed.
Pallet, in naturally 
tanned leather, bleached 
maple, horsehair and 
linen, by Christopher 
Kurtz for Matter-Made.
For details see Sources, 
page 111.

ONE SWELL SWOOP 
A draped seat on a clean-
lined frame makes for a 
sleek lounge. Anderson 
Sling Chair and Ottoman/
Stool, in natural leather 
and welded iron, by 
Slowood Studios for 
Hawkins New York. 
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W
HEN THE RENOWNED composer-con-
ductor Esa-Pekka Salonen announced 
earlier this year that he would not be 
succeeding Alan Gilbert as music direc-

tor of the New York Philharmonic, fans and critics 
were understandably disappointed. The 57-year-old 
Finn (he’s known as “E-P” inside rehearsal halls) 
brings an irrefutable excitement and glamour to the 
world of classical music. He has starred in a commer-
cial for Apple’s iPad Air and was once offered a slot on 
People’s list of the world’s 50 most beautiful people (he 
said no). After leading the Los Angeles Philharmonic 
for 17 years, he stepped down in 2009 to focus on writ-
ing music (though he continues to serve as principal 
conductor of London’s Philharmonia Orchestra). “It 
just takes time to compose,” Salonen says of his deci-
sion to leave his L.A. post. “It’s very slow.”

In 2015, Salonen began a three-year term as 
the New York Philharmonic’s Marie-Josée Kravis 
composer-in-residence, a position that keeps him 
deeply involved in the Lincoln Center scene. Earlier 
this year he led the orchestra in Olivier Messiaen’s 
Turangalîla-Symphonie, and more recently he 
conducted the Metropolitan Opera production of 
Richard Strauss’s Elektra. “Conducting is a lot like 
riding a horse,” he says over lunch at Épicerie Boulud, 
after the Philharmonic’s morning rehearsal of his 
2014 choral-orchestral work Karawane, a setting of 
a Dadaist poem by Hugo Ball, to be performed that 
evening. “The horse jumps, you don’t. But the horse 
must feel free to jump. You can’t force him. When an 
orchestra thinks that it’s doing something without 
being forced, that usually works better.” 

Still, one might expect Salonen to have trouble 
giving up control over his compositions, especially 
given his extensive conducting experience. “When I 
hear an old piece of mine, I notice new things, because 
it’s filtered through another person and another 
orchestra,” he says. “But the beauty of it is you can-
not control the result 100 percent. After some 
distance, you can just observe. In the case of 
Karawane, it’s only a couple of years old, so I’m still 
fixing little things. But I think I’m done; it is what it 
is. Well,” he says, “after this weekend.” >

BY THESSALY LA FORCE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY IKE EDEANI

At New York’s Lincoln Center, the 
esteemed maestro strikes a chord 
as both conductor and composer.

Tracked

ESA-PEKKA 
SALONEN

ONE STEP AHEAD 
The Finnish composer-

conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen 
at the Metropolitan Opera 

House in New York City. 



12
countries

in which he conducted in 2015, including 
France, Sweden, China, Germany, Austria, 

Switzerland and the U.K.

180
days per year

that Salonen spends traveling to guest-
conducting projects and other appearances.

6
dollars 

The cost of his preferred K-12 conductor’s 
baton, made by Mr. Muramatsu, a third-

generation Tokyo-based baton maker. 
Salonen has 50 of them scattered around 

the world.

76
performances 

conducted in 2015, including the Béla Bartók  
opera Bluebeard’s Castle at Paris’s  

Palais Garnier and a BBC Proms concert 
with London’s Philharmonia Orchestra.

2
places

he really calls home: his houses in  
Los Angeles and on Finland’s Baltic coast.

52
works 

Salonen has composed to date.

5
languages

Salonen speaks: Finnish, Swedish,  
English, German and Italian.
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35
minutes 

The running time of Salonen’s longest 
composition, Piano Concerto. •

1
rainstick 

included in the instrumentation  
for Karawane.

10:20 a.m.
At an open rehearsal of the New York 

Philharmonic, Salonen gives conductor 
Alan Gilbert a thumbs up about the 

tempo of a section in Karawane.

8:45 p.m.
The opening-night performance of 
Karawane begins (left). Salonen  
applauds from the balcony (above).

7:00 p.m.
Salonen meets with his music 
publishers at Lincoln Ristorante 
before the Philharmonic concert.

9:50 a.m.
Salonen leaves his home, 

near Lincoln Center’s 
David Geffen Hall, on his 

way to a rehearsal for  
Karawane (score at right).

1:17 p.m.
Leading a rehearsal for the 
Met’s production of Elektra 

by Richard Strauss.
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BY TYLER MARONEY   PHOTOGRAPHY BY ALEX MAJOLI

Former British intelligence officer Julian Fisher has used his espionage training to launch 
Your Mission, a role-playing venture for his clients’ le Carré fantasies. 

employee of the month

SPY GAMES

J
ENNIFER BARCLAY, a British spy tracking a 
sex-trafficking ring, walks briskly near the 
National Gallery in London. Feeling a sudden 
twinge of paranoia, she slips into an alley and 

glances over her shoulder. Continuing east, she cam-
ouflages herself among a cluster of commuters as she 
heads toward Covent Garden, pretending to check 
her phone. Her backpack contains an encrypted lap-
top, a burner phone, bugging equipment, eyeglasses 
that record video and business cards bearing her 
name and the insignia of an NGO (a front). She’s also 
carrying a photograph of a man known as Fairisle, 
a member of an international criminal gang called 
Nightshade whom she’s been instructed to recruit. 

Near Waterloo Bridge, she spots a fellow operative. 
As they ascend a narrow staircase on the banks of 
the Thames, he presses an encrypted USB drive into 
her palm. The brush contact is complete. Their eyes 
never meet. Only then does Jennifer Barclay remind 
herself that she is not, in fact, Jennifer Barclay.

Barclay is a temporary alias assigned to Rebecca 
Marriott, 28, a client of Your Mission Experiences 
Ltd., a British company that stages fictional espio-
nage adventures on the streets of London. Founded 
in early 2015 by Julian Fisher, a 46-year-old for-
mer British spy, Your Mission attempts to re-create 
the authentic feel of live operations—taking an 
anti-surveillance route, say, or making dead-letter 

drops—at historic espionage locations. These 
include the Brompton Oratory (used by the KGB for 
dead drops), a bridge in St. James’s Park (used by MI6 
to recruit officers) and the Millennium Hotel (where 
Alexander Litvinenko, a former Russian secret ser-
vice officer, was poisoned in 2006).

Fisher and his partner, Jacob Cockcroft, who 
handles business development and client relations, 
have so far staged missions for 12 clients, charging 
$4,300-plus a day for up to two players (the com-
pany also hosts corporate team-building retreats 
for as many as 20 participants).  Previous clients, 
some of whom remained in character for days, have 
thwarted an African coup, exposed a government 

whistle-blower who leaked classified documents 
and prevented the destruction of cultural heritage 
sites in the Middle East. “Clients are attracted to the 
experiences because they provide a glimpse into an 
otherwise entirely closed world,” says Fisher.

Fisher avoids what he calls “emotive themes,” 
such as terrorism and British government corrup-
tion. Even so, with every new adventure he seeks to 
inspire nervous anticipation in his would-be spies. 
During the brush contact, Marriott says, she felt a 
thrill because the transaction was both public and 
clandestine. “Playing Your Mission made me think 
about how people act in public,” she says. “I now find 
myself observing the behavior of strangers on the 
Tube and on the street.”

Your Mission draws on Fisher’s own experi-
ences as a spy, including stints in 
Africa, where he studied Swahili 
in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and 
helped train the intelligence opera-
tives of a nascent government in 
another country. (Although his 
former employer does not formally 
endorse Your Mission, the company 
was established “after a transpar-
ent dialogue,” he says.) Each game 
is crafted to reflect the client’s 
background. Marriott, who stud-
ied criminology and worked as a 
volunteer policewoman, now inves-
tigates fraud at a large bank. Fisher 
peppered her mission, Operation 
Outswinger, with subtle references 
to her past and interests. Clients 
typically script details in their 
cover stories themselves. “The best 
legends are as close as possible to 
reality,” says Fisher. “They are easi-
est to defend under pressure.”

Your Mission has a handful of 
competitors, including Secret Me, 
run in part by a former military 
man. More of a spy school, Secret 
Me offers courses in “practical 
skills,” such as reaction under fire, 
seduction, poker playing and eva-
sive driving. Many classes are held at private luxury 
estates. Fisher’s scenarios always take place in public 
and play off the psychology of living undercover —
more le Carré than Fleming. He also favors classic 
intelligence-gathering techniques. “Big data is not 
a panacea,” he says. “We get back to bobby on the 
beat—developing assets.” 

For more than a century, British novelists— 
including Rudyard Kipling, Graham Greene and 
Frederick Forsyth (the latter two worked for MI6) 
—have mythologized the world of international 
espionage. In recent years, since 9/11, television 
audiences have craved spy dramas (Homeland, The 
Americans, Alias, 24), the popularity of which has no 
doubt heightened the allure of programs like Secret 
Me and Your Mission. At the same time, with recent 
debacles in Iraq and criticism over the use of torture, 
British and American spies have sought to regain 

trust. The churn rate for intelligence operatives, 
especially younger ones, has spiked, says Fisher. We 
are emerging from what has been called the darkest 
period in British espionage since the notorious trai-
tor Kim Philby was unmasked in 1963. 

Fisher has benefited from the situation, hiring 
alumni of intelligence services who have served at 
clandestine posts in Pakistan, Sudan and Germany, 
among other countries. These former operatives help 
tailor Fisher’s scenarios with their skills in counter-
espionage, cyberwarfare and third-party political 
targeting. Some of his employees have worked as 
celebrity bodyguards, while others have expertise in 
spotting double agents. “We give former officers the 
chance to scratch an operational itch,” says Fisher.

One of his role players, an MI6 alumnus, joined 

Your Mission because of Fisher’s reputation. “He is 
everything you’d want from a novelistic interpreta-
tion of an intel officer: three-piece suit, knows his 
Rachmaninoff from his Mahler, a people collector,” 
he says of the lanky, bookish ex-spy. “If you were 
a Russian intelligence officer thinking of offering 
your services to Her Majesty’s government, Julian 
would fulfill every expectation.” He adds, “People 
trusted Julian with their lives. You don’t get much 
more qualified.”

Kidnapping, hoods, hostile interrogation, con-
finement, physical threats, surveillance: Before 
her mission began, Marriott was sent a list of 
activities to “establish her appetite for drama.” She 
vetoed hoods and confinement, but as Outswinger 
unspooled, her anxiety grew. “I thought I would be 
abducted at the safe house,” she says. Fisher under-
stands well the “wilderness of mirrors” that spies 

inhabit: “Our clients’ imaginations do a lot of work 
for us.” 

Not all games play out as planned. One client 
failed to open an envelope that held a new assign-
ment. Another was questioned by police during a 
stakeout in a shopping mall. “We adapt if clients 
miss clues,” says Fisher. And he takes precautions. 
Clients are given safe words, and the Metropolitan 
Police are informed in advance. Marriott knew 
her mission would be accomplished when a role 
player said “End-ex,” a military phrase meaning 
“end of exercise.”

Jennifer Barclay’s scenario unfolded over an 
entire day, during which she and Bradley Stover, an 
alias for another client who played alongside her, 
successfully recruited Fairisle and subsequently 

learned the location of a Nightshade 
safe house. After entering the 
house and placing a micro listen-
ing device under a kitchen table, 
Barclay and Stover overheard a 
conversation revealing that Fairisle 
was in danger. On the way to warn 
him, the two were intercepted by 
a Nightshade boss, bundled into a 
car, blindfolded and brought back 
to the safe house, where they were 
interrogated and threatened.

At this point the detainees 
were aided by a fellow operative 
named Mantis who had infiltrated 
Nightshade; he persuaded the boss 
to round up Fairisle, leaving them 
alone at the safe house. Barclay then 
alerted HQ to their whereabouts, 
and two surveillance specialists 
appeared and rigged them with 
concealed two-way radios. Barclay 
and Stover then went from hunted 
to hunter, tailing the Nightshade 
boss through dark streets and sub-
way stations, and tracking him to a 
French restaurant in Soho.

As Barclay closed in to apprehend 
him, Fisher appeared: “End-ex!” The 
players broke the fourth wall. Hugs 

all around. Barclay had walked nine miles, burned 
thousands of calories and dismantled an interna-
tional smuggling network.

“It was exhilarating to live undercover for 10 
hours, to be someone else with a different life and 
personality,” she says over a glass of champagne 
with the cast. Marriott had conformed to her 
roles—not only as Barclay the spy, but as Barclay 
the spy playing Barclay the NGO worker. “I didn’t 
expect the sheer boredom I felt the day after,” she 
says. “Going to work, back to my normal life, made 
me crave more excitement.”

That’s the kind of reaction Fisher hopes to elicit 
from all his clients. “It was clear to our role-players 
that Marriott was living and breathing her alias 
persona,” he says. “This is what we seek to offer: com-
plete immersion.” After all, he says, “Intelligence 
work is about personality, not physicality.” • 

“It was exhIlaratIng to lIve 
undercover for 10 hours, to  

be someone else wIth a  
dIfferent lIfe and personalIty.”

—rebecca marrIott
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FOR YOUR EYES ONLY 
Your Mission’s fictional 

scenarios play out on the 
streets of London and use 
authentic spy equipment, 

including burner phones 
and listening devices.  

CLIENT SERVICES 
Your Mission has so far 
staged 12 experiences and 
also gives “former officers 
the chance to scratch an 
operational itch.”
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D
ANIELLE AND RICHARD Sutton met 
as students at Tulane University in 
New Orleans. After graduation, they 
received a different kind of education 
at Paxton & Whitfield, one of London’s 

oldest cheesemongers, and in 2005 decided to 
return to the city they loved and open a shop of 
their own. Not only were they starting a new busi-
ness in a place with a decidedly uncertain future so 
soon after Hurricane Katrina, they were pushing a 
relatively novel product in a community long set in 
its ways. Traditional Creole fare, awash in hollan-
daise or béchamel (or, in the case of such dishes as 
Trout Marguery, both), did not exactly cry out for a 
cheese course. But by 2006, the Suttons were serv-
ing up ploughman’s lunches and cave-aged Gruyère 
on ciabatta to a mostly uninitiated populace sud-
denly eager to take a pass on the po’ boys and learn 
all about cow versus sheep. Now, more than 10 years 
later, the city’s new wave of chefs is among St. James 
Cheese Company’s most devoted customers, and in 
late 2015 the Suttons opened a second location in the 
booming Warehouse District.

St. James is one of the many happy poster children 
of post-Katrina New Orleans, a city now dotted with 
similar specialty food shops and an astonishing 200 
additional new restaurants, ranging from Compère 
Lapin—the recently opened Caribbean-Italian brain-
child of Top Chef runner-up and St. Lucia native Nina 
Compton—to Shaya, the popular Israeli restaurant 
started by chefs Alon Shaya and John Besh in 2015 

FRESH TAKE  A whole grilled fish from New Orleans’s Pêche Seafood Grill, which is helmed by chef Ryan Prewitt 
and won the 2014 James Beard Foundation Awards for best new restaurant and best chef in the South. 

New Orleans has long been a 
destination with deep culinary 
roots. A decade after Hurricane 
Katrina, a new generation  
of chefs and restaurants is 
broadening the city’s food scene.

BY JULIA REED
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RUSH JAGOE

BIG EASY 
DOES IT

worth the trip

>
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and nominated for a 2016 James Beard Foundation 
Award for best new restaurant in America. Last year 
Shaya won the award for best chef in the South for 
his work at Domenica, another of their restaurants, 
known primarily for its pizzas.

Remarkably, the culinary boom that began 
almost as soon as the debris was cleared away con-
tinues apace in a city that according to the most 
recent census has approximately 100,000 fewer resi-
dents and 1,677 fewer businesses than it did before 
the storm. Restaurants and shops (including the 
wine and liquor emporium Keife and Co., which also 
stocks such increasingly popular pantry staples as 
serrano ham and Lucques olives) are clearly bucking 
the trend. One possible reason: A significant chunk 
of the city’s current residents is new—an estimated 
15 percent arrived after 2005.

 Given the new demographics—and the fact that 
Katrina managed to blow apart such entrenched 
institutions as a corrupt city hall and an outdated 
levee board—the pre-Katrina culinary scene now 
seems insular and narrow. New Orleans had long 
been one of the nation’s great food meccas, but one 
primarily composed of century-old temples of Creole 
cooking such as Galatoire’s and Arnaud’s, neighbor-
hood joints selling po’ boys and red beans, and a 
handful of oyster bars—a surprisingly small number, 
given the local bounty. There were culinary stars, 
to be sure, but even Emeril and Paul Prudhomme 

made their bones at another Creole landmark, 
Commander’s Palace. 

Just eight months after Herbsaint reopened (it 
was one of the first “white tablecloth” restaurants to 
do so following the storm), Donald Link and partner 
Stephen Stryjewski opened Cochon, a hypernuanced 
but unfussy (and delicious) homage to the Cajun food 
Link grew up with. Three years later they followed 
with Cochon Butcher, a more casual affair devoted 
to small plates and sandwiches (but no po’ boys), 
where diners might leave with a marinated chicken 
or house-made salumi from the butcher’s case. Next 
up was Pêche Seafood Grill, which reinvented the 
New Orleans oyster bar to glorious effect and won 
the 2014 Beard for best new restaurant. (In the same 
year, Pêche chef Ryan Prewitt, formerly of Herbsaint, 
also won the award for best chef in the South).

T
HE TRACTION OF such diverse enter-
prises has spurred restaurateurs and 
chefs with established restaurants and 
careers in bigger cities to try to break 
into the New Orleans market, a trend that 

used to happen in reverse. “It was seeing the Cochon 
Butchers of the world, it was seeing Pêche—those 
are the places that got me thinking this was pos-
sible,” says Sean Josephs, proprietor of Manhattan’s 
critically acclaimed Maysville. He opened Kenton’s, 
which he describes as “an American whiskey bar 

and restaurant,” in Uptown New Orleans last fall. 
Josephs’s wife, Mani Dawes, owner of the Manhattan 
tapas bar Tía Pol, is a native New Orleanian, so the 
couple’s frequent trips south to see family allowed for 
plenty of market research. “At one point, I remember 
having a really tasty sandwich at St. James Cheese 
and thinking, It’s a pretty far leap from Domilise’s [a 
much-loved po’ boy joint] to this.”

 Josephs says that while he felt “it was important 
not to open a ‘New York’ restaurant in New Orleans,” 
he also made no effort to try to make Kenton’s a 
“New Orleans” restaurant. “Philosophically, we are 
more like Maysville,” he says, though local pompano 
and trout replace Maysville’s porgy and char. “Just 
because we could figure out how to make great craw-
fish étouffée doesn’t mean it makes sense.”

The more established local chefs welcome the 
new competition. “I’m just so excited that people 
feel there’s opportunity in New Orleans outside the 
Cajun or Creole formula,” says Stryjewski, whose 
popular Cochon just doubled its square footage. 

In addition, diners in New Orleans no longer 
expect or even want Creole mainstays to be a part 
of every restaurant’s repertoire. That fact struck 
Nina Compton, who last worked with Manhattan-
based Scott Conant at the Miami Beach outpost 
of Scarpetta. At Compère Lapin, which opened 
last June, Compton is busy reacquainting New 
Orleanians with some of their earliest culinary 

roots via Caribbean mainstays like curried goat (it 
comes with sweet potato gnocchi), but at the same 
time she’s already embraced some beloved local 
elements. Her arancini is made with dirty rice, for 
example, and while her beignets with spiced choc-
olate sauce are the best in town, she offers up a 
Caribbean pepper pot rather than a gumbo. (“I won’t 
go there,” she says.)

 At Paladar 511, which Jack Murphy and siblings 
Susan and Ed Dunn opened last year in the Faubourg 
Marigny neighborhood, gumbo is replaced by a 
spicy seafood cioppino, the signature dish of San 
Francisco (where Jack and Susan also own Pizzetta 
211). The restaurant’s gutsy California Italian menu 
and formerly industrial and now oddly cozy space 
complete with open kitchen have made it both a criti-
cal and local favorite.

 The swiftness with which even outsider restau-
rants like Paladar 511 are woven into the fabric of 
neighborhoods that are more than 200 years old 
means that New Orleans is doing what it’s done 
before, when it embraced African, French, Spanish, 
and later, Italian and Cajun cuisine. Many of the 
new establishments have tapped deep into the city’s 
past. Philadelphia native Daniel Stein, who used to 
practice law, said he had no idea what he was doing 
when he opened Stein’s Market and Deli in 2007, 
but it turned out that he was filling a long-overdue 
gap in a city with a robust Jewish population and 

once thriving tradition of delis. Such is the quality 
of Stein’s matzo ball soup and lengthy list of sand-
wiches (an early store motto was “Looking for a 
Po-boy...Go Somewhere Else”) that Blake Lively and 
Ryan Reynolds, who were regulars when in town 
filming Green Lantern, once flew all the way from 
Manhattan just to grab a couple of Rachels (a Reuben 
in which the corned beef is replaced with pastrami). 

Even some of the more staid Creole standbys 
are benefiting from the new 
energy. In late 2014, the long-
stagnant Brennan’s, founded 
by Owen Brennan in 1946, got 
a $20 million face-lift and a 
talented chef, Slade Rushing, 
who once toiled at New York’s 
Jack’s Luxury Oyster Bar 
with his wife, Allison Vines-
Rushing. Last year Rushing 
was a finalist for a best chef 
in the South award. His cooking draws inspiration 
from the classics, some of which, like a stellar Eggs 
Hussarde, are only lightly tweaked.

If the old New Orleans had depth, the new New 
Orleans has a breathtaking range. There’s plenty of 
room for a fancy “Breakfast at Brennan’s” or a bagel 
at Stein’s, a bowl of West Coast Italian-American 
seafood stew or dark Cajun gumbo. There are restau-
rants with deep South influences like High Hat Cafe 

(in the old New Orleans, grits were in short supply) 
and low-country inspiration like Angeline, where 
some combination of shellfish and smoky pork is 
always on the menu. 

Fusion, after all, is what the city was founded on. 
At Compère Lapin, for example, Compton naps those 
dirty rice arancini with sour orange mojo, while at 
Josephine Estelle, the Italian-Southern New Orleans 
osteria opened in March by Memphis-based chefs 

Andy Ticer and Michael 
Hudman, the gulf fish comes 
with both “potlikker” and 
lemon conserva (it’s no acci-
dent that the chefs’ cookbook 
is titled Collards & Carbonara).  

Many of the newest estab-
lishments are reminders that 
New Orleanians may also 
have gotten a little lazy—
locals who used to stock their 

bar from the shelves at Rite Aid now pore over the 
40-odd boutique gins at Keife & Co., where they 
might also pick up an artisanal loaf from Bellegarde 
Bakery, which mills its own grain, instead of the 
ubiquitous squishy French. 

Despite the changes, there’s always been one con-
stant: “People are very excited about food here,” says 
Compton. “They plan their lives around food. So it 
made it an easy decision to move here from Miami.” •

“there’s an 
opportunity in 

new orleans 
outside the 

creole formula.”
— stephen stryjewski

TALENT SHOW  Clockwise from right: Daniel Stein, 
the co-owner of Stein’s Market and Deli; Danielle and 
Richard Sutton, outside of St. James Cheese Company 
in New Orleans’s Warehouse District; Nina Compton, 
the owner of Compère Lapin.  

A SLICE OF LIFE 
Clockwise from above: 
Jim Yonkus and John 
Keife, proprietors of 
Keife & Co.; grilled 
flatbread with wood-
roasted carrots and 
green garlic ricotta 
from Kenton’s. 

THE NEW NOLA 
Clockwise from right: 
Cheese and charcuterie 
plate and the Lomo 
Bocadillo from St. 
James Cheese Company 
in New Orleans; chefs 
Susan Dunn and Jack 
Murphy rolling pasta 
for their egg yolk and 
truffle ravioli at Paladar 
511; the interior of 
Paladar 511’s converted 
warehouse dining room.
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and nominated for a 2016 James Beard Foundation 
Award for best new restaurant in America. Last year 
Shaya won the award for best chef in the South for 
his work at Domenica, another of their restaurants, 
known primarily for its pizzas.

Remarkably, the culinary boom that began 
almost as soon as the debris was cleared away con-
tinues apace in a city that according to the most 
recent census has approximately 100,000 fewer resi-
dents and 1,677 fewer businesses than it did before 
the storm. Restaurants and shops (including the 
wine and liquor emporium Keife and Co., which also 
stocks such increasingly popular pantry staples as 
serrano ham and Lucques olives) are clearly bucking 
the trend. One possible reason: A significant chunk 
of the city’s current residents is new—an estimated 
15 percent arrived after 2005.

 Given the new demographics—and the fact that 
Katrina managed to blow apart such entrenched 
institutions as a corrupt city hall and an outdated 
levee board—the pre-Katrina culinary scene now 
seems insular and narrow. New Orleans had long 
been one of the nation’s great food meccas, but one 
primarily composed of century-old temples of Creole 
cooking such as Galatoire’s and Arnaud’s, neighbor-
hood joints selling po’ boys and red beans, and a 
handful of oyster bars—a surprisingly small number, 
given the local bounty. There were culinary stars, 
to be sure, but even Emeril and Paul Prudhomme 

made their bones at another Creole landmark, 
Commander’s Palace. 

Just eight months after Herbsaint reopened (it 
was one of the first “white tablecloth” restaurants to 
do so following the storm), Donald Link and partner 
Stephen Stryjewski opened Cochon, a hypernuanced 
but unfussy (and delicious) homage to the Cajun food 
Link grew up with. Three years later they followed 
with Cochon Butcher, a more casual affair devoted 
to small plates and sandwiches (but no po’ boys), 
where diners might leave with a marinated chicken 
or house-made salumi from the butcher’s case. Next 
up was Pêche Seafood Grill, which reinvented the 
New Orleans oyster bar to glorious effect and won 
the 2014 Beard for best new restaurant. (In the same 
year, Pêche chef Ryan Prewitt, formerly of Herbsaint, 
also won the award for best chef in the South).

T
HE TRACTION OF such diverse enter-
prises has spurred restaurateurs and 
chefs with established restaurants and 
careers in bigger cities to try to break 
into the New Orleans market, a trend that 

used to happen in reverse. “It was seeing the Cochon 
Butchers of the world, it was seeing Pêche—those 
are the places that got me thinking this was pos-
sible,” says Sean Josephs, proprietor of Manhattan’s 
critically acclaimed Maysville. He opened Kenton’s, 
which he describes as “an American whiskey bar 

and restaurant,” in Uptown New Orleans last fall. 
Josephs’s wife, Mani Dawes, owner of the Manhattan 
tapas bar Tía Pol, is a native New Orleanian, so the 
couple’s frequent trips south to see family allowed for 
plenty of market research. “At one point, I remember 
having a really tasty sandwich at St. James Cheese 
and thinking, It’s a pretty far leap from Domilise’s [a 
much-loved po’ boy joint] to this.”

 Josephs says that while he felt “it was important 
not to open a ‘New York’ restaurant in New Orleans,” 
he also made no effort to try to make Kenton’s a 
“New Orleans” restaurant. “Philosophically, we are 
more like Maysville,” he says, though local pompano 
and trout replace Maysville’s porgy and char. “Just 
because we could figure out how to make great craw-
fish étouffée doesn’t mean it makes sense.”

The more established local chefs welcome the 
new competition. “I’m just so excited that people 
feel there’s opportunity in New Orleans outside the 
Cajun or Creole formula,” says Stryjewski, whose 
popular Cochon just doubled its square footage. 

In addition, diners in New Orleans no longer 
expect or even want Creole mainstays to be a part 
of every restaurant’s repertoire. That fact struck 
Nina Compton, who last worked with Manhattan-
based Scott Conant at the Miami Beach outpost 
of Scarpetta. At Compère Lapin, which opened 
last June, Compton is busy reacquainting New 
Orleanians with some of their earliest culinary 

roots via Caribbean mainstays like curried goat (it 
comes with sweet potato gnocchi), but at the same 
time she’s already embraced some beloved local 
elements. Her arancini is made with dirty rice, for 
example, and while her beignets with spiced choc-
olate sauce are the best in town, she offers up a 
Caribbean pepper pot rather than a gumbo. (“I won’t 
go there,” she says.)

 At Paladar 511, which Jack Murphy and siblings 
Susan and Ed Dunn opened last year in the Faubourg 
Marigny neighborhood, gumbo is replaced by a 
spicy seafood cioppino, the signature dish of San 
Francisco (where Jack and Susan also own Pizzetta 
211). The restaurant’s gutsy California Italian menu 
and formerly industrial and now oddly cozy space 
complete with open kitchen have made it both a criti-
cal and local favorite.

 The swiftness with which even outsider restau-
rants like Paladar 511 are woven into the fabric of 
neighborhoods that are more than 200 years old 
means that New Orleans is doing what it’s done 
before, when it embraced African, French, Spanish, 
and later, Italian and Cajun cuisine. Many of the 
new establishments have tapped deep into the city’s 
past. Philadelphia native Daniel Stein, who used to 
practice law, said he had no idea what he was doing 
when he opened Stein’s Market and Deli in 2007, 
but it turned out that he was filling a long-overdue 
gap in a city with a robust Jewish population and 

once thriving tradition of delis. Such is the quality 
of Stein’s matzo ball soup and lengthy list of sand-
wiches (an early store motto was “Looking for a 
Po-boy...Go Somewhere Else”) that Blake Lively and 
Ryan Reynolds, who were regulars when in town 
filming Green Lantern, once flew all the way from 
Manhattan just to grab a couple of Rachels (a Reuben 
in which the corned beef is replaced with pastrami). 

Even some of the more staid Creole standbys 
are benefiting from the new 
energy. In late 2014, the long-
stagnant Brennan’s, founded 
by Owen Brennan in 1946, got 
a $20 million face-lift and a 
talented chef, Slade Rushing, 
who once toiled at New York’s 
Jack’s Luxury Oyster Bar 
with his wife, Allison Vines-
Rushing. Last year Rushing 
was a finalist for a best chef 
in the South award. His cooking draws inspiration 
from the classics, some of which, like a stellar Eggs 
Hussarde, are only lightly tweaked.

If the old New Orleans had depth, the new New 
Orleans has a breathtaking range. There’s plenty of 
room for a fancy “Breakfast at Brennan’s” or a bagel 
at Stein’s, a bowl of West Coast Italian-American 
seafood stew or dark Cajun gumbo. There are restau-
rants with deep South influences like High Hat Cafe 

(in the old New Orleans, grits were in short supply) 
and low-country inspiration like Angeline, where 
some combination of shellfish and smoky pork is 
always on the menu. 

Fusion, after all, is what the city was founded on. 
At Compère Lapin, for example, Compton naps those 
dirty rice arancini with sour orange mojo, while at 
Josephine Estelle, the Italian-Southern New Orleans 
osteria opened in March by Memphis-based chefs 

Andy Ticer and Michael 
Hudman, the gulf fish comes 
with both “potlikker” and 
lemon conserva (it’s no acci-
dent that the chefs’ cookbook 
is titled Collards & Carbonara).  

Many of the newest estab-
lishments are reminders that 
New Orleanians may also 
have gotten a little lazy—
locals who used to stock their 

bar from the shelves at Rite Aid now pore over the 
40-odd boutique gins at Keife & Co., where they 
might also pick up an artisanal loaf from Bellegarde 
Bakery, which mills its own grain, instead of the 
ubiquitous squishy French. 

Despite the changes, there’s always been one con-
stant: “People are very excited about food here,” says 
Compton. “They plan their lives around food. So it 
made it an easy decision to move here from Miami.” •

“there’s an 
opportunity in 

new orleans 
outside the 

creole formula.”
— stephen stryjewski

TALENT SHOW  Clockwise from right: Daniel Stein, 
the co-owner of Stein’s Market and Deli; Danielle and 
Richard Sutton, outside of St. James Cheese Company 
in New Orleans’s Warehouse District; Nina Compton, 
the owner of Compère Lapin.  

A SLICE OF LIFE 
Clockwise from above: 
Jim Yonkus and John 
Keife, proprietors of 
Keife & Co.; grilled 
flatbread with wood-
roasted carrots and 
green garlic ricotta 
from Kenton’s. 

THE NEW NOLA 
Clockwise from right: 
Cheese and charcuterie 
plate and the Lomo 
Bocadillo from St. 
James Cheese Company 
in New Orleans; chefs 
Susan Dunn and Jack 
Murphy rolling pasta 
for their egg yolk and 
truffle ravioli at Paladar 
511; the interior of 
Paladar 511’s converted 
warehouse dining room.
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POWER 

SEAT
Kick back in style. Céline dress,  

New York Vintage belt, Belperron bracelet,  
The Boot Man vintage boots  

and The Vintage Tack Room spurs. 



An unspoiled corner of Kenya not far from the Maasai Mara National Reserve  
is home to Cottar’s 1920s Camp, a private conservancy with an innovative  

approach to protecting the area’s natural biodiversity—and an ideal backdrop for safari-
inspired looks that reflect the spirit of the vast, rugged East African landscape.

WALK ON THE 
WILD SIDE

BY TOM DOWNEY 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MIKAEL JANSSON   STYLING BY GEORGE CORTINA    

FIELD OF DREAMS 
Take a walking safari 
in knee-high boots and 
a serape flung around 
the shoulders. Hermès 
bodysuit, Ralph Lauren 
Collection belt, Melet 
Mercantile vintage 
poncho and Gianvito 
Rossi boots. 61



ON THE PROWL 
A coat in a bold animal 

print stands out, even 
in the Serengeti. Saint 

Laurent coat and Ralph 
Lauren Collection belt. 
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DRIVING FORCE 
Stay ahead of the pack 
in a button-down with 
flourish. Roberto Cavalli 
blouse, Belperron 
bracelet and stylist’s 
own hat. 



BORN TO RUN 
There’s a romantic yen 

for adventure in any 
equestrian-inspired style. 

Balenciaga shirt, Angels 
Costumes vintage pants and 

Guibert Paris boots (worn 
throughout). Opposite: 

Roberto Cavalli blouse, 
The Vintage Tack Room 

jodhpurs and spurs (worn 
throughout), The Boot 

Man vintage boots (worn 
throughout), Hermès blanket 

and stylist’s own hat.



UNDER COVER 
Camouflage in extreme 
comfort. Burberry cape. 69



BOOT CAMP 
Take a lazy few hours 

away from the afternoon 
heat. Melet Mercantile 
vintage shirt, Rochelle 
Sara swim bottom and 

What Goes Around Comes 
Around vintage belt. 



72

ADVENTURE LAND 
A light leather piece 

is a chic option for the 
summer sun. Calvin 

Klein Collection vest, 
What Goes Around 

Comes Around vintage 
belt and Lock & Co. hat.



LONG STORY 
Tackle tough scenarios 

gracefully in a dress 
paired with boots. 

Valentino dress, New 
York Vintage belt and 

Belperron bracelet. 



GREAT OUTDOORS 
Cottar’s 1920s Camp 
offers guests outdoor 
tubs, perfect for soaking 
up the landscape. Melet 
Mercantile vintage hat 
and Saint Laurent scarf. 
Opposite: Chanel dress, 
New York Vintage belt 
and Belperron bracelet. 



EASY RIDER  
Win any race in dramatic 

style. Gucci dress and 
New York Vintage belt.



ROCK STEADY  
Find solid footing in 

a dreamlike dress. 
Azzedine Alaïa dress, 

New York Vintage belt 
and Belperron bracelet. 81



FANCY DRESS 
Excess done elegantly 

always attracts attention. 
Marc Jacobs jacket 

and Angels Costumes 
vintage pants. Opposite: 

Alexander McQueen dress. 



NATURAL HABITAT 
Find comfort in any 
surrounding. Dior mink 
vest, What Goes Around 
Comes Around vintage 
belt and Turnbull & 
Asser scarf. 85



BREEZE ALONG 
These anything-but-
boring looks are a breath 
of fresh air. Givenchy by 
Riccardo Tisci dress. 
Opposite: Chloé cape and 
Lost Art bikini bottom. 
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GRAND GALLOP 
Feel as free as the wind 
in a featherweight coat. 
Ralph Lauren Collection 
trench coat and pants, 
New York Vintage belt 
and Belperron bracelet. 



SEEING SPOTS 
Just a little hint is all 

that’s needed to go 
wild. Sonia Rykiel coat 

(worn around neck), 
Céline pants and What 

Goes Around Comes 
Around vintage belt. 

Opposite: Lanvin 
jumpsuit, New York 

Vintage belt and Roberto 
Cavalli scarf. Models, 

Anna Ewers at Women 
Management and Edie 

Campbell at DNA Model 
Management; hair, Marc 

Lopez; makeup, Lynsey 
Alexander. For details 
see Sources, page 111.
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Cottar built this permanent camp in 1998 on a 
small concession obtained with the permission of 
the Maasai, whose population in Kenya has doubled 
in the past 30 years, putting significant pressure 
on such concessions and on the national parks. “At 
the national parks, like the one just down the road,” 
says Cottar, “the money goes to the government, 
not to the people who have traditionally lived on the 
land. I want to change that by directly paying the 
people who live here to rent the land from them and 
penalizing them, collectively, when people in their 
community poach from their land.”

Cottar started out with a small pocket of land 
rented from just a few Maasai. But as the popula-
tion around him grew, he realized he needed a larger 
swath of land for his camp. During my visit, Cottar is 
conducting final negotiations with a group of Maasai 
who own and inhabit the land around his camp. At 
the end of my last evening there, I watch him huddled 
around a table with a group of local men, concluding 
a deal he’s been working on for years that he hopes 
will further both their interests and his own: They 
want to live closer to town. He wants his conservancy 
to be a place for wildlife, not cattle.

At Cottar’s Camp, most visitors stay in one of 11 
tents (there is also a house large enough to accom-
modate a family). Though large and luxurious, the 
tents rustle in the wind and you can hear wild ani-
mals moving around outside, not far from where 
you sleep. There’s a full bathroom and shower 
inside the tent, but also antique metal tubs just 
outside, where guests can take a bath while gaz-
ing at animals on the plains below. Meals are taken 
together at a long wooden din-
ing room table in a communal 
tent decorated with decades 
of safari memorabilia. Cottar 
hosted several other guests 
during my stay—a film pro-
ducer from California, a retired 
entrepreneur from Tennessee, 
a family of vacationing Brits. 
He likes to engage guests with 
memorable stories, like the 
time he was out on safari with 
Peter Beard and the famed pho-
tographer was badly gored by 
an elephant. Cottar managed to 
get Beard airlifted to the hospi-
tal, helping to save his life.

Each dawn begins with hot 
coffee brought to your bed-
side and continues with early 
morning game drives ranging 
across Cottar’s conservancy, the 
Maasai Mara park and parts of Tanzania’s Serengeti 
plains. Cottar drives me around, spotting big game, 
but clearly his first love is walking on foot to look for 
signs of animals and following their tracks, just as he 
was raised to do. The camp’s proximity to the Maasai 
offers contact with local culture that can be harder 
to come by at more remote locales. When I first spoke 
with Cottar, I told him that I was not keen to sit inside 
a vehicle to watch animals. I also mentioned that I 
love to run. “Well, you can run with the Maasai who 
work here,” he said.

O
NE MORNING, I decide to take him up 
on the idea. Setting out for an eight-
mile run, I am flanked by two young 
Maasai who grew up in small villages 
nearby, both clad in colorful plaid 
shukas and thin leather sandals. The 

earlobes of one of these men, Salash Pirikani, are 
pierced and elongated in the traditional Maasai fash-
ion and loop around the tops of his ears so they won’t 
bob up and down as he runs. We take off at a slow pace 
from the main lodge, trailed by a Land Cruiser in case 
we encounter any animals we need protection from.

On the short drive from Cottar’s private airstrip 
to camp I’d seen all types of animals—elephants, 
giraffes, lions, zebras, antelopes—but from a dis-
tance and from inside a vehicle. Now, as I run along 
the same route, I spot two giraffes daintily eating 
from a tree no more than 50 yards away. Charles 
Kipes, the other young Maasai running next to me, 
motions that it’s OK, and we continue on. The giraffes 
look up from their morning meal, stare at us for a 
moment, then bolt alongside us with a gait surpris-
ingly elegant for their gangly, spotted frames. Most 
safari trips are spent staring at big game from SUVs. 
But the experience of running alongside these majes-
tic animals makes me never want to set foot in a 
safari vehicle again.

As we approach the airstrip, after passing herds 
of zebras, antelopes and wildebeests that stare at 
us before galloping off, we overtake Maasai walk-
ing with domesticated animals toward a weekly 
cattle and sheep market 10 miles away. The men are 
dressed like my running companions. The women are 

even more striking, with shaved 
heads, bright orange, yellow 
and red shawls and scarves, 
long earrings and intricate, 
colorful homemade necklaces. 
As we run past, everyone 
screams  sopa  (hello). Charles 
explains that it’s not uncommon 
for Maasai to walk 25 miles or 
more per day with their animals 
in search of the best grassland 
for grazing.

The main street of the market 
town is run down and depress-
ing, lined with low-slung bars, 
cheap restaurants and stores 
selling miraa, also known as 
qat, a leafy drug chewed as 
a stimulant. But the market 
area—teeming with Maasai men 
poking and prodding animals 
as they contemplate purchases, 

and Maasai women squatting over blankets heaped 
with maize and vegetables—is awash in color and 
lively conversation. Soon my guide, Sylvester Kipes 
(brother of the Maasai I ran with), gets in the mar-
ket mood, stopping under the shade of a tree to buy 
a freshly carved walking stick,  gingerly touching 
young women he knows on the tops of their heads as 
they crane their necks in a traditional greeting, and 
buying a goat to bring back to Cottar’s to kill, cook 
and eat with his fellow guides.

On the drive back, Sylvester recounts an episode 12 

By Cottar’s side is Moses Kinyaika, an older Kenyan 
who for decades was a gun bearer and game tracker 
for Calvin’s father. “I want to give visitors here the 
same experience I had growing up in the bush,” 
Cottar says. “We don’t hunt animals as we did then, 
but 99 percent of what we did back then was the walk 
leading up to the kill.”

Kinyaika leads the way, climbing a steep slope and 
then motioning for Cottar to stop. The two listen to 
the forest. Conversing in Swahili, a language Cottar 
has spoken since childhood, Kinyaika says he’s certain 
a rhino is nearby. As the sun sets, it’s getting dark in 
this dense, shaded stretch of forest. Taking shelter in 
a small clearing, Cottar makes an animal distress call 
in an attempt to summon the rhino. They wait anx-
iously to see if they can spot the animal, but it soon 
gets so dark they decide to make their way home. “This 
isn’t the place you come to check boxes, to show you’ve 
seen all the big game from a car,” Cottar says. “This is 
where you come for experiences that make you part of 
the natural world. When we track animals, we’re not 
just observers. We become part of their story.”

At the dozens of safari outfits in the nearby 
Maasai Mara National Reserve, just a few miles down 
the road, visitors adhere to strict rules and may exit 
vehicles only at designated spots. But Cottar’s 1920s 
Camp sits on a piece of land now being used as a pri-
vate conservancy. This allows Cottar considerable 
freedom to offer his small number of guests an expe-
rience that captures the essence of what drew his 
grandfather to this continent over a century ago.

When Cottar’s grandfather moved his family to 
the region in the early 20th century, the population 
was around 2.5 million. Today, Kenya’s population 
is more than 47 million and is projected to reach 60 
million by 2030. Population growth means many 
more domestic animals competing with wildlife for 
scarce resources. At the same time, the wildlife pop-
ulation is now less than half of what it was in 1977, 
when aerial surveys first started here. Based on his 
long experience with this land and its people, Cottar 
is embarking on a new kind of partnership with the 
local Maasai, a conservation effort that he hopes will 
offer a new model for sites all over Africa rapidly los-
ing their natural biodiversity. 

“So much of what you hear about Africa in America 
or Europe is these evil criminals poaching elephants 
or rhinos,” Cottar says back at the tent camp, pulling 
a leather chair close to the fire to warm his hands (at 
6,300 feet above sea level, the area cools off quickly 
at nightfall). “And of course there is some of that. But 
the far greater long-term challenge here is land use: 
The Maasai need land to feed their cattle and goats.” 

Cottar’s Camp looks down across the valley toward 
grasslands that stretch into Tanzania’s Serengeti 
plains, just a few miles away. Nearby, baboons and 
monkeys mix with antelopes and zebras—as well 
as a tiny, orphaned Thomson’s gazelle (christened 
Bambi) being raised by a Maasai named Charles.

“Wildlife takes a lot from the land,” Cottar con-
tinues. “If we want to protect these areas, we need 
to make it worthwhile for the locals who live here 
to graze their cattle somewhere else. If we don’t, 
they’ll keep killing wildlife in order to survive. And 
how can anyone blame them for doing that if it’s the 
only way they know how to live?”

years ago when he was herding his family’s cattle and 
spotted a lion attacking one of his cows. “The lion had 
jumped right on top of the cow. He was straddling it 
from behind, killing it,” he says. “I took my spear and 
I threw it at the lion. It’s something we Maasai men 
have been preparing to do all our lives.” Sylvester 
killed the lion with a single blow. He was only 17 
years old, and his bravery was celebrated in his vil-
lage. “Traditionally Maasai only kill wildlife when 
the wildlife threatens our animals,” he says.

Kenya, long lauded as a conservation success 
story, is now seeing a rapid decline in its wildlife 
population. According to Cottar (and to many oth-
ers, including NGOs like the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature), one of the most success-
ful models for protecting African wildlife has been 
to permit trophy hunting and to use the proceeds 
to fund animal and land protection. But Kenya out-
lawed hunting in 1977. “Kenya is losing 4 percent of 
its wildlife every year,” Cottar says. “As its popula-
tion expands, that problem will only get worse.” As 
for the remedy, “Ideally it wouldn’t just be Cottar’s 
Camp, it would be all the developed nations of the 
world agreeing to help pay local people in order to 
rent their land.”

On my last morning, a friend of Cottar’s, Marc 
Goss, CEO of the Mara Elephant Project (an anti-
poaching concern), picks me up in a helicopter owned 
by his organization. Cottar’s location on the side of 
a hill, sheltered by trees and looking out across the 
vast savanna, looks even more idyllic as we climb 
above the camp. We fly at low altitude across the con-
servancy until we reach the national park, which is 
relatively parched, brown and barren compared to 
the greenery around Cottar’s.

Flying beyond the park over other privately held 
land, Goss drops the copter low. A set of black and 
white specks appears in the distance. We swoop 
closer, revealing a galloping herd of black Cape buf-
falo flanked by an airborne flock of white birds. Goss 
descends even lower to curve around a bending river 
populated by hippos and crocodiles, which raise 
their heads as we streak by.

Just before we exit protected land into a popu-
lated zone, we see a herd of elephants thundering 
across tall grass. In no time, a small village appears, 
then an entire town with neat rows of painted houses 
and fenced-off vegetable gardens. Back in the Maasai 
Mara, on the ground, the land feels vast and empty 
and the problems of population growth and land use 
seem abstract and distant. But up here in the air, with 
a view that reveals how conservation often pits peo-
ple against wildlife in a zero-sum game, I’m reminded 
of something Cottar had told me: “If we want places 
like this to exist in the future, we have to take a com-
pletely different approach to protecting them.”

Cottar has started, in what he acknowledges is a 
very small way, to do that on the land around his camp. 
The week after I left Kenya, Cottar boarded a plane for 
the Save Wildlife conference in The Hague, tasked 
with trying to persuade global conservation leaders 
that the best way to save Africa’s natural biodiversity 
is to implement on a large scale what he’s managed 
to do at Cottar’s Camp: deal directly with the people 
who live on, and rightfully own, the land and animals 
that will vanish without greater protections. •

Calvin Cottar moves through 
dense, hilly bush carrying 

a cocked rifle with the silent 
confidence of someone who has 

learned safari secrets passed 
down over generations. The tall, 

53-year-old Cottar has been 
coming to this corner of Kenya, 

just southeast of the Maasai 
Mara National Reserve, since  

he was an infant. But unlike the 
descendants of Africa’s oldest 
professional hunting families, 

many of whose ancestors  
came from England or Holland, 

he traces his roots back to  
America. His grandfather, 

Charles Cottar, an Oklahoman, 
was so taken with Teddy 

Roosevelt’s tales of going on 
safari in 1909 that he journeyed 

to East Africa and decided to 
stay, becoming one of Africa’s  

top professional hunting guides. 

“If we want to 
protect these 
areas, we need 
to make It 
worthwhIle 
for the locals 
to graze theIr 
cattle some-
where else. If 
we don’t, 
they’ll keep 
kIllIng wIldlIfe 
In order  
to survIve.” 

—calvIn cottar
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Over nearly a quarter century, antiques 
dealer and decorator Florence Lopez  

has reworked her Paris apartment again and 
again and again, to captivating effect. 

Plus Ça 
Change

F
LORENCE LOPEZ ESTIMATES that in nearly 24 years she’s 
resided in 18 different apartments—all at the same address. 
A dealer in antiques and the decorative arts, she oper-
ates not out of a white-box gallery, as most of her Parisian 
contemporaries do, but from her highly theatrical home in 
a former sculpture studio on the Rue du Dragon. Beyond 

providing a backdrop for the furniture and objects she sells, Lopez’s 
apartment presents the idea of a bohemian life spent in their company. 
When billionaire collector François Pinault, a client, arrived early for a 
morning appointment a few years back, he discovered her in bare feet, 
stashing her half-eaten breakfast behind a curtain. Lopez reinvents her 
living space down to the ashtrays every year or two, slipping between the 
roles of dealer, interior designer and stylist to express her curiosity with 
new aesthetic worlds. 

“I have the impression I live in a caravan, or a boat or train—a moving 
place, so instead of space there is life here,” Lopez says as she makes cof-
fee in her slate-colored kitchen, which occupies the corner of a hallway 
between a grandly proportioned studio and two narrow bedrooms joined 
end to end. The flat, constructed in 1920 atop a 17th-century building, has 
a provisional air that suits Lopez’s stylized décor. “This space is noth-
ing without fluidity and atmosphere,” she says. The leggy yellow poppies 
she’s cut for the table seem to nod in assent. 

As a teenager in southwestern France, Lopez learned to sail, surf and 
fish with a net from the windswept beaches of Cap Ferret, not far from 

BRIGHT IDEAS 
The wall in Lopez’s studio 
is painted in homage to 
Brazilian landscape artist 
Roberto Burle Marx.  
A George Nakashima  
bed keeps company with  
a 1947 Arne Norell chair 
and a Carlo Mollino lamp. 



“I have the ImpressIon I lIve In a Caravan, 
or a boat or traIn—a movIng plaCe,  
so Instead of spaCe there Is lIfe here.”

—florenCe lopez
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MIX MASTER 
In her bedroom, Lopez 
mounted two Gio Ponti 
bookshelves against 
striped walls. A Charlotte 
Perriand bed, covered 
in wool fabric by Raf 
Simons for Kvadrat, is 
paired with an Alvar 
Aalto chair and a wood 
lamp by Lisa Johansson-
Pape. Opposite, from 
top: Lopez; a 1950s sofa 
by Adrian Pearsall faces 
a table by Giuseppe 
Scapinelli, circa 1960. 

modernism, her taste is unbound by the centuries. 
She also favors sensual pieces, often tinged with a 
whimsy that seems to emanate from the personal-
ity of the creator. “I am a kaleidoscope,” she says—an 
allusion to the restlessness of her eye and the slightly 
frenetic way she operates. (The English translation 
on her website identifies her as an “antics dealer,” a 
rare case of meaning found in translation.) 

“When I go to Florence’s atelier, there’s not one 
single piece that I am not crazy about,” says Bouchez, 
who, with Bangalter, has engaged Lopez to source 
the occasional treasure for their Paris apartment. “It 
is always a mixture of unique, beautiful, strong and 
strange things. She’s not afraid—she takes risks, and 
in that way she’s a real artist.”

Though Lopez has two storage vaults in Paris and 
one in Bordeaux filled with stock, she never takes 
clients there for viewings, believing the experi-
ence kills the imagination. Instead, by email or in 
the studio, she’ll suggest three or four furnishings 
in combination, subtle inflections of period, prov-
enance and style that suggest a way forward. If her 
first proposal isn’t well received, she’ll bring a new 
juxtaposition into focus.

For the vacation house of Gainsbourg and Attal 
in Brittany, one of three homes she has designed 
for the couple, Lopez began with Alvar Aalto pieces 
from the 1930s and 1940s and then folded in shapely 
1960s sofas and tables by Americans Edward 
Wormley, Harvey Probber and Paul McCobb, with 
vintage Swedish carpets. For Pinault’s Los Angeles 
retreat, she tracked down midcentury French and 
American designs, including a rare walnut-base 
Vladimir Kagan sofa.

“They are all nonconformists,” she says of her 
clients, a high proportion of whom work in the arts. 
“How can I advise these passionate people? I learn 
from them, and they learn from me.” When she was 
just starting out, she says, her audience tended to be 
older, and now the reverse is true. “But the young-
est of all is Monsieur Pinault! He has a spirit which 
is very sympathique. And such beautiful blue eyes.”

The earliest creative influence Lopez can recall 
was her mother, who supported Florence and her two 
sisters in Bordeaux by working as a decorator and an 
occasional clothing designer. She would experiment 
at home, one of her more radical ideas being the instal-
lation of a ballet barre in the entry hall and another in 
her bedroom, where she’d stand with a leg propped up 

her home in Bordeaux. “I was a garçon manqué, a 
tomboy,” she says. Though she’s still something of a 
tomboy, as her baggy schoolyard sweaters and way-
ward curtain of brown hair might suggest, decades 
ago her playground shifted to the Left Bank in Paris. 
The scene where she now finds sport in trading 
antiques is largely a male preserve, and while Lopez, 
57, isn’t one of the boys, she’s earned their respect. 
Apart from Pinault, her clients include actor Gérard 
Depardieu; fashion executive Delphine Arnault; 
musician Thomas Bangalter of Daft Punk and his 
wife, actress Élodie Bouchez; and actors Charlotte 
Gainsbourg and her partner, Yvan Attal, who have 
worked with her for 15 of the 20-plus years she’s been 
in business. 

To reach her, they must navigate five flights of a 
dimly lit spiral staircase (the building has no eleva-
tor; furniture enters and exits via a temporary lift 
through the studio’s massive picture windows). 
Lopez and her son, Raphael, 18, share the apart-
ment during the week and travel to Bordeaux on 
most weekends, where her husband and Raphael’s 
father, architect Patrick Hernandez, lives in a house 
the couple converted from a 19th-century building 
at a winery. For the past few months, mother and 
son have eaten breakfast around an Osvaldo Borsani 
table from the 1940s beneath a midcentury chande-
lier with fluttering porcelain arms. They’ve slept in 
their respective cabins on spartan single beds—hers 
by Charlotte Perriand from 1959, his by Gio Ponti 
from 1948, an unusual example in mahogany with 
brass fittings and a built-in radio. Before that, they 
dined at a slatted pedestal table from the 1930s under 
a mod pendant light. 

Of the apartment’s many incarnations over the 
years, Raphael remembers about a dozen. “I was 
quite fond of the one where everything was black 
and white, with big swirls on the walls,” he says, 
windmilling his arms to demonstrate as he passes 
through the kitchen, a backpack over one shoulder. 
He’s come to the conclusion that the plain white walls 
of his friends’ apartments are a little boring, he says. 

The free-spirited approach Lopez takes to their 
living space demonstrates her talent for composing 
a total sensory experience, one that spotlights (and 
sometimes upstages, as a few clients have politely 
suggested) the idiosyncratic furniture and objects 
she finds while traveling or negotiates through a 
network of suppliers. Though she has a bias toward 
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PONTI SCHEMES 
In the kitchen, Roland 

Rainer chairs from 
1952 surround a table 

by Osvaldo Borsani. 
The bookshelf is by Gio 

Ponti, the chandelier by 
Luigi Zortea. Opposite: 

In Lopez’s studio, a 
bookcase by Vittorio 
Dassi dominates one 

wall. The tufted armchair 
is by Arne Norell, the 

second of a pair. 

as she talked with the girls. Lopez escaped the region’s 
provincialism by hanging out with antiques dealers in 
the local markets. At 17 she moved to Paris and then 
to New York, where in four years she ran through an 
internship at Christie’s and jobs with Parish-Hadley 
and McMillen, the twin pillars of the American deco-
rating establishment, as well as a string of sublets in 
Alphabet City. In 1985, she returned to Paris to take a 
job with beau monde decorator Jacques Garcia, which 
lasted seven years until she decided, on a whim, to 
enter the antiques trade.

Her catalyst was the Rue du Dragon studio. One of 
her earliest installations there—a 1993 foray into the 
Arts and Crafts movement, featuring thick-legged 
oak tables and poetic accent pieces in stoneware and 
metal—landed her a 10-page article in The World of 
Interiors. Since then, European decorating maga-
zines have tracked her imaginative impulses as 
though she were a minor royal. Partly because of this 
attention, she admits, her interiors have grown more 
flamboyant over the years, from their elaborately 
painted murals to the brightly hued objects she scat-
ters around to catch the photographer’s lens. Lopez 
now has clients from Hollywood to Venice to Hong 
Kong—though she’s still “a free electron,” as she puts 
it, working solo to find a unique piece for a client’s 

collection or, increasingly, collaborating with her 
husband on top-to-bottom residential projects. 

The current theme on the Rue du Dragon is 
Roberto Burle Marx and Brazilian modernism. Lopez 
hit upon the idea during a 2014 buying trip to Rio 
de Janeiro, after spotting a tapestry by the 20th-
century artist and landscape designer in a private 
collection. A moodily reimagined section of the work 
now explodes across a 20-plus-foot wall in the studio, 
where Raphael, stretched out on a poison-green sofa 
with his laptop, is practically swallowed up by a roil-
ing sea of color and pattern. Lopez has distilled the 
essence of Burle Marx in a series of ravishing pieces: 
the native son (via a honey-colored table by São Paulo, 
Brazil–based Giuseppe Scapinelli), the ecologist (a 
tour de force walnut slab bed by American George 
Nakashima) and the lighthearted populist (an asym-
metrical armchair with swooping lines and button 
tufting by Swede Arne Norell). 

“Can you imagine I have two?” she says of the 
chair, running her hand over its undulating back. “I 
bought them separately. They were very expensive, 
but I had to have them, and many clients have already 
asked about them.” Lopez refuses to sell off any of 
the décor piecemeal until she’s ready to start a new 
scheme, and there are a few things she’ll never part 

with: a gouache by Serge Poliakoff she’s promised to 
Raphael, a tabletop sculpture by Pierre Dunand for 
herself. She may feel a twinge of sadness to see the 
rest go, “because I remember the work of my painter, 
Mr. Pic, and all the others,” she says, listing the cadre 
of upholsterers, electricians and other tradesmen 
she keeps on call. But it’s short-lived. “For my work, 
there’s always the next thing.”

With Raphael heading off to college next year, 
Lopez has been in a heightened state of transition, 
even for her. She’s been eyeing real estate outside 
Saint-Germain-des-Prés and has found a promis-
ing new place in the 14th arrondissement. “It’s not 
trendy,” she says, pleased. She thinks the current 
manifestation of the studio might be its last, and 
she’s working on a book of her past décors, “for 
Raphael, so he has a record of this crazy place,” she 
says. In Bordeaux, she and Hernandez are prepar-
ing a new commercial space for the introduction of a 
small furniture collection he will design, an offshoot 
of projects they’ve done together.  

“Patrick wants me to stay there—no more of 
Paris,” she says, flipping her hair out of her eyes like a 
teenager. She still fantasizes about giving New York 
another try. “Patrick says it wouldn’t be the same as 
my memories of it, but maybe I don’t mind that.” • 



SCENE AND HERD 
At left, a flock of sheep wanders through Regaleali, a 19th-century estate that’s home to the Anna Tasca 

Lanza cooking school, now run by the daughter of the founding marchesa. Above, the big house, Case Grandi, 
where the Tasca family produces Grillo and Nero d’Avola wine, among other varietals. 

BY JAY CHESHES   PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREA WYNER

An old-world cooking school on a rural estate in Sicily is keeping alive culinary 
traditions celebrated by renowned visiting chefs like Grant Achatz and Alice Waters. 

A SLICE OF SICILIAN 
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O
N A SPRING AFTERNOON at the Anna 
Tasca Lanza cooking school—set on 
1,300 acres of vineyard in the green 
hills of Sicily—preparations are 
underway for a celebration marking 
the conclusion of Cook the Farm, its 

new residential program at the intersection of agri-
culture, academics and cooking. At the farmhouse 
kitchen of this rural wine estate, a two-hour drive 
southeast of Palermo, students scurry about as they 
assemble a mix of dishes from home and recipes 
learned during the 10-week program. In a window 
nook across from a neat row of the school’s branded 
jams (made from sour cherries, figs and mandarins 
grown on the property) hang framed photos of the 
Marchesa Anna Tasca Lanza di Mazzarino, “Sicily’s 
culinary ambassador to the world,” as the James 
Beard Foundation has called her. Photographs taken 
during the school’s early days show her posing with 
visiting dignitaries like Robert Mondavi and Julia 
Child (more recent guests include chefs Grant Achatz 
and Alice Waters). In the 27 years since the school’s 

launch, the region has emerged as an epicurean des-
tination, with the marchesa, one of the first Sicilians 
to open her cloistered upper-crust life to outsiders, 
helping to set the stage for a new generation of chefs 
and winemakers. 

“I think Sicily might well have the most interest-
ing regional cuisine in all of Italy,” says food writer 
Nancy Harmon Jenkins, who has spent time at the 
school. “All these influences have swept across 
the island and left an imprint—from the eastern 
Mediterranean and North Africa. The Normans and 
Germans were there too.” 

In recent years, Anna’s daughter, Fabrizia, who 
inherited the school a few years before her mother’s 
death in 2010, has targeted a younger audience, one 
that, as she says, is “into farming, into organic mat-
ters.” In the kitchen, surrounded by Cook the Farm’s 
inaugural class, she lines a pan with green marzipan 
strips, adding spongecake slices and whipped ricotta 
cream as she tackles her contribution to the clos-
ing festivities: a classic cassata. “It’s the one thing, 
in cooking, my mother taught me,” she says of the 

WHEY STATION  From left: The kitchen garden, tended by 
two gardeners hired from London last year; a local shepherd 
and cheesemaker prepares sheep’s cheese to be made into 
aged pecorino; the shepherd’s collection of old farm tools.

Sicilian dessert. If Fabrizia doesn’t sound like a nat-
ural-born heir to Sicily’s rich culinary heritage, that’s 
probably because, like her mother, she did not initially 
seem destined for a life spent in the kitchen. They 
were both raised in an aristocratic bubble in Palermo, 
disconnected from cooking but always surrounded by 
good things to eat. “We had a cook, we had a maid,” 
she says. “I never saw my mother in a kitchen.” 

Before returning in 2006, Fabrizia had spent 20 
years living outside Sicily pursuing a career in art 
history. (“I had a conflicted relationship with my 
mother,” she says. “She was a strong woman and 
very bossy. I was just starting my life, so I went 
away.”) She recently finished writing a memoir 
about her family, told through food, in which she 
recounts the founding of her mother’s school. In 
the late 1980s her maternal grandfather, the Count 
Giuseppe Tasca d’Almerita, had begun to consider 
the fate of his country estate, Regaleali. To his son 
he eventually bequeathed the big house—Case 
Grandi, up at the winery—after parceling out the 
other houses on the property to his three daughters. 
Anna, the eldest, was given Case Vecchie, a stone 
farmhouse among the Grillo and Nero d’Avola vines. 
She opened her cooking school there in the sum-
mer of 1989. “The whole notion of a noblewoman 
actually cooking for hire, it just wasn’t done,” says 
Gary Portuesi, co-owner of New York’s De Gustibus 
cooking school, who leads frequent trips to Sicily. 
“Slowly, though, the wealthier families started put-
ting aside their egos and letting people come enjoy 
their properties.”

The first classes at Case Vecchie were led by her 
father’s monzu (a bastardization of monsieur, as 
chefs of the aristocracy became known), who came 
down from the big house to show off Sicily’s French-
influenced baronial cuisine, along with simpler 

peasant fare like fat arancini and sweet-and-sour 
eggplant caponata. “At first it was more of a hobby, 
a cute thing to do,” says Fabrizia. “Then it became 
a real business.” The marchesa, who had no formal 
education beyond finishing school in Switzerland, 
began traveling to the U.S. to promote her new ven-
ture, along with her family’s wine. “She was a very 
entrepreneurial woman,” says Fabrizia. “She never 
stayed still. She was full of ideas.” Few people she 
encountered knew much about Sicily beyond what 
they’d seen in The Godfather. The marchesa showed 
them another world.

“She was able to bring the rustic foods of Sicily 
into elegant New York City, because she herself 
had such elegance about her,” says chef Lidia 
Bastianich, who hosted dinners for the school at her 
Manhattan restaurant Felidia. The marchesa pub-
lished two cookbooks in the U.S. on Sicilian cooking 
and became, over the years, a minor food celebrity, 
appearing on The Martha Stewart Show and deliv-
ering a commencement address at the Culinary 
Institute of America. 

“She found a way to escape her boundaries in 
America,” says Fabrizia. “She had started this job in 
her 50s, an age when you are dead as a woman in Italy. 
And she found a country where people were asking her 
questions, listening to her. She was a different woman 
in the States. She changed the way she dressed. We 
were teasing her. She wore all these flower prints, syn-
thetics. And of course she made a big game of being 
the marchesa, being royalty—she loved it.”

These days, mornings at the school begin with 
just-baked bread made with flour milled from wheat 
grown on the property, along with fresh ricotta from 
sheep wandering its winding roads, jam from its 
orchards and the marchesa’s signature sun-dried 
tomato purée—a product Fabrizia hopes to market 
worldwide one day. “Everyone’s always asking me 
where they can buy it,” she says.

Regular classes, offered in three- or four-day 
stints from spring through fall, give a quick taste of 
the agrarian life on the estate: simple, hands-on cook-
ing followed by a sit-down meal of pasta tossed with 
wild foraged fennel and the season’s first favas, say, 

washed down with a bottle of the Tasca d’Almerita 
wine produced up the hill. Since taking over the 
school, Fabrizia has expanded its scope, inviting 
like-minded writers, artists and chefs for a few days 
at a time. Former Chez Panisse chef David Tanis has 
offered his take on Sicilian cuisine. This summer, New 
Yorker cartoonist Maira Kalman will host illustrating 
and writing workshops. “I didn’t want to spend my 
whole life frying chickpea fritters,” says Fabrizia. 

Foreign chefs passing through Sicily will some-
times drop by to pay their respects, just as they did 
in the marchesa’s day. Grant Achatz spent 24 hours 
there while researching the Sicily menu for his 
Chicago restaurant Next. “We were out there pick-
ing herbs, it was a beautiful day, there was a golden 
retriever running around; you can’t make this stuff 
up,” he says. The meal he prepared with Fabrizia 
that night inspired much of the food served at 
Next, which looked to bring “grandmother cook-
ing, home cooking” into a restaurant setting. “I 
would ask questions,” says Achatz. “ ‘Why do you 
do it like that?’ And she would look at me and go, 
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long. She brought a young couple over from London 
last year to reorganize the lush flower and herb gar-
den in front of Case Vecchie. Soon there will be a 
swimming pool next door, just past the chicken coop, 
with a wide deck for lounging under the cypress 
trees. Up the hill she’s planted an heirloom orchard—
reviving ancient fruit varieties—in conjunction 
with the University of Palermo. A hanging garden is 
coming too, suspended along a canopy above a long 
wooden table where Fabrizia will host charity ban-
quets to raise funds for community projects. 

One morning during the final week of Cook the 
Farm, the students gather in a small office at Case 
Vecchie to watch Fabrizia’s new Kickstarter-funded 
documentary, Amuri, about Sicily’s many religious 
feasts. Shot over the course of a year all across the 
island, it has been screened in New York, Boulder, 
Colorado, and at the Oxford Symposium on Food & 
Cookery, in England. 

A day after the screening we drive to a small 
town nearby to visit an altar set up to commemo-
rate the Feast of San Giuseppe—a celebration just 

before Easter marking the transition from winter to 
spring. A local family has covered a massive table at 
the entrance to their home with a dizzying array of 
vegetables, breads and sweets, a banquet intended 
to bring them good fortune. Following tradition, 
they’ve opened the door to all comers, offering a roll 
of “blessed bread” to anyone in need. “Complimenti, 
bellissimo,” says Fabrizia, addressing the woman 
of the house. Only children will consume the actual 
banquet, 19 kids of all ages, lined up in their finest 
churchgoing clothes. “Virgins from the village, once 
upon a time,” says Fabrizia. 

Altars like this one, displaying a week’s worth of 
cooking, are increasingly rare in Sicily these days. 
“When my mother had the school, you had 12, 15 
families doing the altars. Now there’s one or two,” 
says Fabrizia. “In Sicily there’s a big difference 
between festive days and daily life. You eat more and 
you eat differently.” She adds, “I wanted to end Cook 
the Farm with this because it’s something nobody 
believes exists anymore—this way of treating and 
thinking about food.” • 
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‘Well, this is how we’ve done it for 200 years.’ ” 
Dave Gould, a young Brooklyn chef, spent a few 

weeks at the school before opening his rustic res-
taurant, Roman’s. “We walked around in the field 
and foraged for wild greens and cooked every meal, 
every day, with the ingredients they had there on the 
land,” he recalls. “It was kind of like a spa getaway.” 
His menu often features a pasta inspired by his visit, 
served in broth with primo sale sheep’s cheese. 

Fabrizia has also inherited some of her mother’s 
friends, including Alice Waters, who wrote the fore-
word to her 2012 cookbook, Coming Home to Sicily. 
“Fabrizia obviously has her mother’s passion,” says 
Waters. “Bringing in people to experience this tra-
ditional way of cooking is very valuable, preserving 
not just the gastronomic traditions but the cultural 
richness of that place.”

Cook the Farm, offered once a year, is the culmi-
nation of Fabrizia’s efforts to come to terms with her 
mother’s legacy. Its first class arrived in January for 
an extended stay—nine food professionals, in vari-
ous stages of their careers. Over 10 themed weeks a 
rotating cast of food producers, academics and chefs 
covered everything from olive oil production to wild 
boar butchering. Students milked sheep for ricotta 
and learned about Sicily’s black honeybees from the 
man responsible for bringing them back from the 
brink of extinction. A delegation from Turkey offered 
a comparative look at its Mediterranean food culture. 

Fabrizia keeps busy with new projects all year 

MOVEABLE FEAST  From left: The inaugural class of 
Cook the Farm, a 10-week program launched this year, 
enjoys lunch in the courtyard of Case Vecchie; Fabrizia; 
for the Feast of San Giuseppe, local families prepare a 
traditional banquet and open their homes to the public. 
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W
HEN DIANE ARBUS, despondent and fragile-
seeming, arrived at Lisette Model’s class in 
Greenwich Village in 1956, she had recently 
exited a decade-long partnership with her 
husband in fashion photography. It was an 
enterprise she loathed. Generating concepts 

and styling the models before Allan Arbus clicked the shutter, she 
felt she was being paid not to reveal the truth but to conceal it. Over 
the next decade and a half, practicing on her own, Diane would 
produce photographs that uncovered relationships, pretenses, 
dreams and delusions—secrets that were invisible to the ordinary 
eye. These images established her as one of the most important 
American artists of the 20th century. 

As a mature photographer, Arbus developed strategies to make 
a photograph yield more than it is naturally equipped to deliver. 
She photographed freaks, nudists, female impersonators and men-
tally disabled adults, spending weeks, sometimes years, getting to 
know her subjects so well that they would drop their guard in her 
presence. If time was limited, she learned to surprise people into 
candor, or exhaust them into it. It wasn’t just truth she was after, 
but Truth. She could be devious in her efforts to produce a pho-
tograph she considered honest. “I love secrets, and I can find out 
anything,” she told a Newsweek reporter in 1967. 

But once she’d formally renounced her participation in the Diane 
& Allan Arbus Studio, she felt lost. “She looked like she was either 
just before or just after a nervous breakdown,” Model recounted to 
Phillip Lopate in the late ’70s, in an unpublished essay. “The things 

BY ARTHUR LUBOW

Diane Arbus’s revealing photography—
and her confidence behind the lens—was 
profoundly shaped by her outspoken 
mentor and close friend, Lisette Model. 

Candid 
Camera

TRUTH TELLER  Arbus, photographed by Garry Winogrand in 1967.  
“I love secrets,” Arbus once said, “and I can find out anything.”



its time. She failed at fashion photography. But at 
the sideshow of Hubert’s Museum in Times Square, 
on the beach in Coney Island and in a dive bar on the 
Bowery, she found her subjects.

Although Model and Arbus retained the man-
ner of women raised among servants, at the time 
they met both were struggling to make ends meet. 
Model—who had largely abandoned photography to 
teach—was a tiny woman with a forceful, imperious 
style. By contrast, Arbus was so recessive that people 
typically assumed she was several inches shorter 
than her actual five-and-a-half-foot stature. 

Their temperaments emerged in their photog-
raphy. Even after graduating from the dark, grainy 
pictures she brought to her first class, Arbus in her 
mature work looked for tentative subjects who were 
in the process of becoming. Model sought those who 
were already strongly who they were, the emphatic 
character of her subjects complementing her exag-
gerated compositional format. Model said that a 
photographer’s choice of subject was no more logi-
cal than sexual chemistry. “You are only attracted to 
this one, and not so much that one, and not at all to 
the other one,” she explained to photographer David 
Vestal in 1980. Her images are usually dominated by 
no more than two people—most often just one. “The 
one I photograph is so strong there can almost never 
be anyone else,” she said.

In light of criticisms that would later be leveled 
at Arbus—that she photographed freaks and made 
ordinary people appear freakish—it’s revealing that 
Model too was accused of depicting “grotesques.” 
Her photographs include almost no conventional 
beauties. Like Arbus, who as a child chose to depict 
the chipped cup rather than the perfect one in a 
painting, Model preferred odd shapes. “When I was 
painting in Paris, we drew from the models,” she told 
Lopate. “And you cannot imagine how fantastically 
boring it can be to look hour after hour at a beautiful 
body. But an ugly body can be fascinating.” Her most 
famous photograph—taken around 1940 on her first 
assignment for Harper’s Bazaar—is known as Coney 
Island Bather. It depicts a massively proportioned 

woman in a bathing suit: Her legs are spread wide in 
a half crouch, her hands are braced on elephantine 
thighs, and her wide, appealing face radiates delight. 
Although Arbus loved Model’s treatment of the 
bather, the powerful, joyous woman is not someone 
she would ever have photographed herself.

Model firmly denied exerting any direct artistic 
influence on her most famous student (or on any of 
her other pupils, who included Bruce Weber, Larry 
Fink and Peter Hujar). Mainly, she allowed Diane to 
express herself. Early in the course, on a field trip, 
Lisette saw that Diane, very pale, would lift the cam-
era to her eye and then lower it. She was following 
Lisette’s instructions to click the shutter only when 
she saw something that excited her. In the face of 
what she found, she faltered.

“I can’t photograph,” she said.
“Why not?” Lisette asked.
“Because what I photograph is evil.”
“Evil or not,” Lisette replied, “if you don’t photo-

graph this you’ll never photograph in your life.”
Lisette believed that over the next few months 

she helped Diane conquer her inhibitions. “You had 
to reach her where the deepest anxiety lay—that it 
was evil,” she said. “And I pushed it out. One hundred 
percent consciously. It was my business as a teacher 
to get it out.” 

What Arbus meant by “evil” is mysterious. Her 
older daughter, Doon, believed she was alluding to 
things that were “too dangerous, too frightening or 
too ugly for anyone else to look on.” But Arbus was 
as exacting with words as she was with her camera; 
the dictionary defines evil as “morally depraved, bad, 
wicked, vicious.” From adolescence, when she repeat-
edly asked a young male suitor, Alex Eliot, if she was 
“evil” to want both him and Allan (who was then her 
fiancé), Diane fretted over this question of evil within 
her. (However, when she did eventually have sex with 
Alex, at a time when they were both married, she 
could not comprehend why Alex’s wife was so upset.) 
She often explored the subject of evil in her photo-
graphs: in the dioramas of murderers at the World in 
Wax Musee in Coney Island, for instance, and in her 

His departure, though painful, gave her latitude. 
“I always felt that it was our separation that made 
her a photographer,” Allan told me in 2003. She was 
free to visit people and places that would have hor-
rified him if they were living together. Along with 
the independence that Diane gained when he moved 
out, Allan credited Lisette for her artistic growth. He 
described it as an overnight transfiguration. “That 
was Lisette,” he said. “Three sessions and Diane was 
a photographer.” 

Beyond teaching her how to use a camera, Lisette 
instructed Diane on when and why to take a picture. 
“Model was able to instill in Arbus a self-confidence 
of approach and engagement that really released 
Arbus, who in her own personality was rather shy—
not what Lisette was, in a European tradition, an 
independent, aggressive woman,” said Peter Bunnell, 
a photography curator who knew them both. “There 
was a very tight connection, woman to woman, about 
what was possible.” 

Both women had been born rich. Diane grew up on 
Park Avenue and Central Park West. Her mother, the 
former Gertrude Russek, was an heiress who defied 
her parents (just as her daughter would one day do) 
to marry a handsome young man with no money 
who worked at the store. David Nemerov proved 
to be a creative retailer with a flair for advertis-
ing. Along with fathering three artistically minded 
children—Diane’s older brother, Howard, became a 
distinguished poet, and her younger sister, Renee, a 
painter and sculptor—he oversaw and expanded the 
family business. It was David who suggested that 
Allan and Diane might apply their passion for pho-
tography to create ads for Russeks, and thus convert 
a pastime into a vocation. He staked them to equip-
ment and helped launch their joint career. When 
Allan returned from army service at the end of World 
War II, he and Diane opened a studio.

Lisette (born more than 21 years earlier) was raised 
in great luxury in Vienna, but a real-estate collapse 
following Austria’s defeat in World War I depleted the 
family fortune. A music student of Arnold Schoenberg, 
she moved to Paris to pursue a singing career, until 
in 1933, as she later described it, “something went 
wrong with the voice.” She resolved instead to take 
up painting. By chance, she encountered a politically 
attuned former student of Schoenberg, who warned 
her, “Who needs that? If something happens and the 
war is going to come, you have nothing in your hands 
to make a living.” She said that she planned to become 
a darkroom technician and started photographing to 
better understand the process.

After marrying Evsa Model, a charming but finan-
cially hopeless Russian painter whom she met in 
France, Lisette, as war threatened, resolved to leave 
Europe. Traveling to New York in October 1938, the 
Models loved the city at first sight and obtained an 
apartment. As Lisette told the story, she was look-
ing for employment in a photo lab when she brought 
a series of her photographs of fatuous-looking rich 
people, taken in Nice, to PM, a recently established 
newspaper. “You must be crazy,” the picture editor 
said. “You are one of the greatest photographers in 
the world.” He ran nine of her photos and made intro-
ductions; before long, she was appearing in Harper’s 
Bazaar, the most pictorially advanced magazine of 
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I said would make her start to cry. She would burst 
into tears, she said she was so moved by them.” The 
photographs Arbus brought to show her new teacher 
were wispy and frail: dead leaves, discarded news-
papers, flyaway balloons. The 33-year-old Arbus was 
alternating between manic euphoria and debilitating 
despair. “I’ve been a balloon for months so that when 
I was strong I was so light I almost floated away and 
a blue balloon is like one of Pooh’s so no one could tell 
me from the sky,” she wrote to a friend in 1958, “and 
when I was weak all the air sputtered and fizzled and 
fluttered out of me.”

Even in distress, Arbus pushed on bravely. “The 
main characteristic of Diane was courage,” Allan 
said. She had to fight to get into Model’s class, which 
was likely oversubscribed. A passionate teacher who 
had taken many remarkable pictures herself, Model 
gave the most sought-after photography class in New 
York City. She emphasized the importance of the 
camera as a tool to explore both the outside world 
and the inner self. Her message—that a photograph 
must reveal something about the photographer as 
well as the subject—resonated for Arbus. “She kept 
calling me on the phone and saying she wanted 
to study with me,” Model recalled. “She was very 
persistent.” Arbus was also winsomely charming, 
intuitively sympathetic and bracingly intelligent. In 
a short time Diane went from being one of Lisette’s 
new students to being one of her closest friends. 

“That word seductive is often applied to Diane, 
and it’s a pretty good word for her,” observed Pati 
Hill, one of Arbus’s intimates. When she was only 
13 (and still Diane Nemerov), she bewitched Allan, a 
penniless young man who had come to work in the 
advertising department of Russeks Fifth Avenue, 
the large women’s department store owned by her 
family. Overriding her parents’ objections, Diane 
married him when she turned 18. By the time she 
came to study with Lisette, Diane had been married 
for 15 years, and she and Allan had two daughters: 
Doon, 11, and Amy, 2. They lived in a stylishly under-
furnished triplex apartment on the Upper East Side, 
which served as both their residence and studio.

Allan admired Diane’s gifts as vastly more abun-
dant than his own and embraced the responsibilities 
of sheltering her—buoying her up when she sank into 
despondence, furnishing such necessities as a dark-
room and managing the payment of bills. She, for her 
part, mastered the roles of wife and mother. “Well, I 
think that is what femininity constituted in that time, 
a little bit, you know,” she told Studs Terkel in a taped 
interview in 1968. “The idea was you found a man to 
take care of in exchange for being taken care of, which 
was really more practical, you know, his end of it.” 

Although few of their friends suspected, cracks 
had developed in the Arbus marriage. Allan too felt 
that fashion photography was oppressive drudgery. 
He played his clarinet incessantly and dreamed of 
becoming an actor. Beyond that, as an escape from 
his unhappiness, he was pursuing the possibility 
of a love affair. Neither he nor Diane viewed sexual 
infidelity as an act of marital disloyalty. But in 1957, 
while Diane was studying with Model, Allan enrolled 
in an acting class and fell in love with another stu-
dent, Zohra Lampert. Within two years, the romance 
led to a separation from Diane. 

“ThaT was  
LiseTTe. Three 
sessions  
and diane  
was a 
phoTographer.”

–aLLan arbus

UNDER THE INFLUENCE  
Above: Model, photographed by Irene 
Fay. Right: The greeting card Arbus 
sent just before her suicide. Opposite: 
Model’s Coney Island Bather, circa 
1940, had a major impact on Arbus.
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most celebrated work, Identical Twins, Roselle, N.J. 
1967, in which the twins appear to embody the alter-
nate good and sinister sides of a single girl.

When recounting her technical development as 
a photographer, Arbus credited Model with illumi-
nating the force of clarity. Arbus said that when she 
started out, she was smitten with the dots that, like 
the weave of a tapestry, stipple a photograph taken 
on the fly on 35mm film. The notion that a grainy 
figure, hard to pin down, could carry the symbolic 
power of a parable or fable appealed to her. Arbus 
recognized that “there are an awful lot of people in 
the world, and it’s going to be awfully hard to photo-
graph all of them.” The indeterminacy of graininess 
seemed an ingenious solution, until she realized it 
was the wrong path. “And I remember, it was Lisette 
who sort of made it clear to me,” Diane told her own 
students in 1971. “She kept saying to me, the more 
specific you are, the more general it’ll be.” Model con-
curred. She said that when Arbus first came to class, 
all of her photographs were indistinct. “After three 
months her style was there,” Model remarked. “First 
only grainy and two-tone. Then, perfection.”

But Arbus’s descriptions of how she worked—and, 
even more so, Model’s of how she worked—can’t be 
implicitly trusted. It is not true that Arbus’s photo-
graphs before her two courses with Model, in 1956 and 
1957, were uniformly grainy and afterward weren’t. 
Some of her earliest pictures are sharply focused; con-
versely, not until 1962, when she made the transition 
from a 35mm Nikon to a medium-format Rolleiflex, 
did she adopt the fine-grained, precise style that is 
characteristic of her mature work. What she learned 
from Model was to use the camera as a tool of personal 
expression and to take a picture only when she felt it 
viscerally. Whereas Model’s subjects, even the down-
trodden ones, project force, the people Arbus typically 
chose to photograph look exhausted and depleted. 
This was not a conscious or voluntary choice. “I don’t 
press the shutter,” she wrote in a letter in 1960. “The 
image does. And it’s like being gently clobbered.”

Not until the mid-’60s, when the women were 
no longer teacher and student but dear friends, did 
Arbus produce a number of pictures that could be 
regarded as successors to Model’s. In unsparing por-
traits, Arbus presented wealthy people in expensive 
formal clothing. They fill the frame of the photo-
graph and emanate a sinister energy; the men, like 
Model’s, smolder with an erotic power. However, 
unlike Model, Arbus came up to these people as 
close as she could, holding her Rollei and her flash in 

plain view and conversing with them. Unlike Model’s 
subjects, who scowl at the photographer, look sus-
piciously through hooded lids or at best ignore her 
existence, Arbus’s subjects welcome her advances. 
They are smiling at her.

Once she had graduated from being Lisette’s 
student, Diane would sometimes offer up her photo-
graphs for review—though she remained as skittish 
about receiving guidance as Model was about giving 
it. “Diane could learn—she was the greatest learner 
who ever lived,” Model remarked. The teacher once 
told her good friend, photographer Berenice Abbott, 
“I’ve never seen anyone learning like she did,” to 
which Abbott replied, “The capacity of learning is 
the talent.” But Diane’s faith in originality as a hall-
mark of authenticity counterbalanced, and probably 
outweighed, her love of learning. She regarded with 
horror the possibility that she might be imitating 
others or that others were aping her. At a certain 
point she decided that she needed to follow her own 
instincts and break away from her influences. She 
told Model, “When I photograph, you are always 
looking over my shoulder.” And so, for a time, Lisette 
stopped commenting on her work.

As Arbus’s professional career progressed, her 
reputation outstripped Model’s, and she went out of 
her way to help her former teacher. The market for art 
photography did not yet exist, and few universities 
included photography courses taught by professionals: 
Most serious photographers not working in adver-
tising or fashion survived on meager stipends from 
magazine editorial jobs. The recipient of two John 
Simon Guggenheim Foundation Fellowships, Arbus 
realized from her own experience how transforma-
tive a grant could be for an underpaid artist. In 1964, 
she decided that Model should get one. When the older 
woman would not apply, Arbus took the initiative and 
went to the office of the foundation to procure the 
forms—and then, judging from the distinctive writing 
style, composed the successful proposal herself. 

On her side, as their friendship deepened, Model 
devoted more worry to Arbus’s emotional well-being 
than to her photography. (Evsa complained that 
Diane drank up energy from Lisette like a vampire, 
and he disapproved when his wife spent too much 
time with her and returned home exhausted.) Model 
believed that by learning how to photograph, Diane 
had acquired the power to live; but she feared that 
the strength gained by picture taking might not be 
adequate to protect her. “She had to live in a constant 
euphoria, and that was a dangerous situation,” Model 
said. Diane was apprehensive too. “I can’t believe 
I’ll crumble,” she wrote in a letter in 1951, while in a 
giddy state, “but I always do.”

The depression that Model had discerned at their 
first meeting afflicted Arbus repeatedly in later years. 
She was deeply dissatisfied with what she perceived 
as a lack of attention from her lover, Marvin Israel, 
a married art director and painter. She was further 
undermined by the departure of her long-estranged 
but otherwise reliable and protective husband, Allan, 
who in 1969 left to take up an acting career (and start 
a second family) in Los Angeles. 

Model responded to Arbus’s lament that she was 
unable to take pictures by urging her to photograph 
a chair and find in it all the people who ever sat on 

it. Arbus’s exceptionally long conversational gaps 
alarmed Model, who feared that her friend’s brain 
was deteriorating. Other friends also worried. “She 
was in so much pain and really struggling with what 
the meaning of her life was,” said one of them, Bunny 
Sellers, who spoke with her by telephone in January 
1971. “I had never felt her to be as fragile and unsure. 
She was feeling alone.” She complained that her work 
no longer gave anything back to her.

And then, in the summer of 1971, Lisette was 
relieved to see Diane tanned and healthy—“in bloom 
and strong and coming from the beach and looking 
magnificent.” She later told Bunnell that she had 
once interceded to prevent Arbus from committing 
suicide and that Marvin Israel had intervened on 
another occasion. Observing her in July so vigorous 
and robust, Model felt with relief that, at least for the 
moment, vigilance was unnecessary. “And that was 
my mistake,” she later said. “And my mistake was 
that I did not know that people commit suicide when 
they are strong, and not when they are weak.”

On Monday, July 26, 1971, in the Westbeth housing 
complex for artists in the Far West Village, where she 
had been living in a duplex apartment for a year and 
a half, Arbus placed her appointment diary, with the 
words “Last Supper” inscribed as that day’s entry, on 
the concrete steps that led up from the lower floor. 
She left her copy of the I Ching open to a hexagram 
that was interpreted to mean “time to move on”—
most likely number 18, an ideogram of three maggots 
and an urn, which represents decay. Wearing a red 
shirt and blue denim shorts, she consumed a hand-
ful of barbiturates, lay down in the tub that occupied 
the full width of the small bathroom and slashed her 
wrists with a razor blade. She was 48.

Her body was not discovered until two days later. 
Her friends—she had an extraordinary number of 
friends—were horrified and grief-stricken. Lisette, 
not a woman accustomed to shedding tears, wept bit-
terly. “Why are you crying?” her husband said. “You 
wouldn’t even cry for me.” 

During her life, Arbus had used different styles 
of handwriting to express subtextual meaning. She 
once sent Model a letter that read, in its entirety: 
“Dear Lisette. . . . Diane.” The message lies in the pen-
manship, in which the letters in “Dear Lisette” were 
twice the height of those in “Diane,” and “Dear” had 
been underlined. Reflecting on that particular letter, 
Model said, “It was as if she was losing her sense of 
self, or she was telling me that soon she would lose 
herself altogether. And also that she found me very 
powerful and real.”

Shortly after the suicide, compounding Model’s 
hurt, a greeting card arrived in the mail. Emblazoned 
alongside blue morning glories and pink-and-yellow 
daisies were the words “Goodbye and Good Luck.” 
When Lisette opened the card, she saw, within the 
outline of a flower, a printed message in bright cheer-
ful pink: “Be happy!” And at the bottom of the card, 
penned in neat, cursive script, a signature: Diane. •

This article is adapted from Arthur Lubow’s Diane 
Arbus: Portrait of a Photographer, forthcoming from 
Ecco in June. Ecco is an imprint of HarperCollins 
Publishers, a division of News Corp, which also owns 
Dow Jones, publisher of The Wall Street Journal. 
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“i don’T press 
The shuTTer. 

The image 
does. and iT’s 

Like being 
genTLy 

cLobbered.”
–diane arbus

for Hawkins New York, 
hawkinsnewyork .com

page 47
Pallet, by Christopher Kurtz 
for Matter-Made, $12,000, 
mattermatters .com

this page
LC7 chair, by Charlotte 
Perriand for Cassina, $2,155, 
cassina .com

WELL OPENER
page 59
Céline dress, $3,750, Céline 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
New York Vintage belt, 
price upon request, New 
York Vintage, 212-647-1107, 
Belperron bracelet, $38,500, 
Belperron Fifth Avenue, New 
York, The Boot Man vintage 
boots, $345, The Boot Man, 
United Kingdom, The Vintage 
Tack Room spurs, $25 (spur 
straps, $20, sold separately), 
vintagetackroom .com 

Louis Vuitton bag, $4,050, 
select Louis Vuitton stores, 
Max Mara bag, $920, Max 
Mara Madison Avenue,  
New York, Tod’s bag, $1,595, 
select Tod’s boutiques 

FAIR-WEATHER TRENDS
page 43
Bruno Chair, by Mats 
Theselius for Källemo,  
$5,900, lsmdnyc .com

page 44
Objets Nomades hammock,  
by Atelier Oï for Louis Vuitton, 
price upon request, select 
Louis Vuitton locations, 
louisvuitton .com

page 45
Valdés Armchair H, by 
Cristián Valdés, $3,200, 
mattermatters .com

page 46
Anderson Sling Chair, $1,450, 
and Ottoman/Stool, $450,  
by Slowood Studios 

COVER
Color: Ralph Lauren Collection 
trench coat, $2,990, and belt, 
$550, select Ralph Lauren 
stores. Black-and-white: Gucci 
dress, $7,900, select Gucci 
stores, New York Vintage belt, 
price upon request, New York 
Vintage, 212-647-1107 

TABLE OF CONTENTS
page 15 
Chloé dress, $5,295, Bergdorf 
Goodman, The Boot Man 
vintage boots, $345, The 
Boot Man, United Kingdom, 
The Vintage Tack Room 
spurs, $25 (spur straps, 
$20, sold separately), 
vintagetackroom .com 

WHAT’S NEWS 
page 30
Lanvin bag, $2,495, Lanvin 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
Dolce & Gabbana bag, $1,195, 
select Dolce & Gabbana 
boutiques, Coach 1941 bag, 
$695, select Coach stores, 

WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
page 61
Hermès bodysuit, price 
upon request, select Hermès 
stores, Ralph Lauren 
Collection belt, $550, select 
Ralph Lauren stores, Melet 
Mercantile vintage poncho, 
$798, Melet Mercantile, 
Gianvito Rossi boots, $1,995, 
Gianvito Rossi Madison 
Avenue, New York 

page 62
Saint Laurent coat, price 
upon request, Saint Laurent 
57th Street, New York, Ralph 
Lauren Collection belt, $550, 
select Ralph Lauren stores

pages 64–65
Roberto Cavalli blouse, $850, 
robertocavalli .com, Belperron 
bracelet, $38,500, Belperron 
Fifth Avenue, New York 

page 66
Balenciaga shirt, $1,765, 
Balenciaga Mercer Street, 
New York, Angels Costumes 

vintage pants, available for 
hire, +44 (0) 20 8202 2244, 
Guibert Paris boots, $474, 
guibert.fr

page 67
Roberto Cavalli blouse, $850, 
robertocavalli .com, The 
Vintage Tack Room jodhpurs, 
$60 and spurs, $25 (spur 
straps, $20, sold separately), 
vintagetackroom .com, The 
Boot Man vintage boots, 
$345, The Boot Man, United 
Kingdom, Hermès blanket, 
$4,450, select Hermès stores 

page 68
Burberry cape, $3,195, 
burberry .com. 

page 70
Melet Mercantile vintage 
shirt, $298, Melet Mercantile, 
Rochelle Sara swim bottom, 
$130, rochellesara .com, 
What Goes Around Comes 
Around vintage belt, $198, 
whatgoesaroundnyc .com 

pages 72–73
Calvin Klein Collection 
vest, $5,450, Calvin Klein 
Collection Madison Avenue, 
New York, What Goes Around 
Comes Around vintage belt, 
$198, whatgoesaroundnyc 
.com, Lock & Co. hat, $575, 
turnbullandasser .com

page 75
Valentino dress, $25,000, 
Valentino Fifth Avenue,  
New York, New York Vintage 
belt, price upon request,  
New York Vintage, 212-647-
1107, Belperron bracelet, 
$38,500, Belperron Fifth 
Avenue, New York

page 76
Melet Mercantile vintage hat, 
$264, Melet Mercantile, Saint 
Laurent scarf, $925, Saint 
Laurent 57th Street, New York 

page 77
Chanel dress, $3,200, select 
Chanel boutiques, New York 
Vintage belt, price upon 
request, New York Vintage, 
212-647-1107, Belperron 
bracelet, $38,500, Belperron 
Fifth Avenue, New York 

page 79
Gucci dress, $7,900, select 
Gucci stores, New York 
Vintage belt, price upon 
request, New York Vintage, 
212-647-1107 

page 80
Azzedine Alaïa dress, price 
upon request, Azzedine 
Alaïa Paris, +33 (0) 1 42 72 
30 69, New York Vintage 
belt, price upon request, New 
York Vintage, 212-647-1107, 
Belperron bracelet, $38,500, 
Belperron Fifth Avenue,  
New York

page 82
Alexander McQueen dress, 
price upon request, Alexander 
McQueen Madison Avenue, 
New York

page 83
Marc Jacobs jacket, $9,000, 
select Marc Jacobs stores, 
Angels Costumes vintage 
pants, available for hire,  
+44 (0) 20 8202 2244

pages 84–85
Dior mink vest, $24,000, select 
Dior boutiques, What Goes 
Around Comes Around vintage 
belt, $198, whatgoesaroundnyc 
.com, Turnbull & Asser scarf, 
$230, turnbullandasser .com 

page 86
Chloé cape, similar styles at 
Chloé boutiques, Lost Art bikini 
bottoms, $500, lostart .com

page 87
Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci 
dress, price upon request, 
givenchy .com

pages 88–89
Ralph Lauren Collection 
trench coat, $2,990, and 
pants, $890, select Ralph 
Lauren stores, New York 
Vintage belt, price upon 
request, New York Vintage, 
212-647-1107, Belperron 
bracelet, $38,500, Belperron 
Fifth Avenue, New York

page 90
Sonia Rykiel coat, $4,125, 
Sonia Rykiel Madison 
Avenue, New York, Céline 
pants, $2,000, Céline 
Madison Avenue, New York, 
What Goes Around Comes 
Around vintage belt, $198, 
whatgoesaroundnyc .com 

page 91
Lanvin jumpsuit, $2,565, 
Lanvin, New York, New York 
Vintage belt, price upon 
request, New York Vintage, 
212-647-1107, Roberto Cavalli 
scarf, $290, robertocavalli .com
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WHITE HEAT  
LC7 chair, in leather 
and chrome-plated 
steel, by Charlotte 
Perriand for 
Cassina. For details 
see “Fair-Weather 
Trends,” below.
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“THE PHOTOGRAPH IS of my wife, Ina, and me at the 
exact moment that we met. We were at a function—
she was on a date with a Yale basketball player. I 
really liked how she danced. There was a photogra-
pher there, so I said to him, ‘Why don’t you take a 
picture of me with her?’ Then I asked if I could cut in. 
We were married in 1957. She’s been the researcher 
on all of my books. I call her ‘the whole team.’ The 
typewriter is a Smith-Corona Electra 210. They 
stopped making them over 30 years ago, so when 
it breaks apart I have to cannibalize another type-
writer. I built up a stock of 17, but now I’m down to 
11. I also write drafts longhand on legal pads. To the 

left are two medals: the Francis Parkman and the 
National Humanities Medal that President Obama 
gave me. He said he remembered reading The Power 
Broker at 22, that it shaped how he thought about 
politics. That meant a lot to me. The bronze lamp 
in the back is my good-luck charm. I got it when Ina 
and I lived on Long Island. We were really broke 
at the time. There were a number of great estates 
nearby. One day, we heard that a very wealthy 
man had gone bankrupt and that he was selling 
his household items. I bought the lamp for $75. It’s 
kept me company. The cowbell and iron along the 
back left are mementos from my time on the edge 

of the Texas Hill Country. Ina and I moved there so I 
could do research on Lyndon Johnson. I wasn’t get-
ting what I needed out of my interviews—many of 
the women I needed to speak with were not used to 
talking with strangers. So Ina made fig preserves to 
introduce us to them. That changed everything. To 
the left, sitting on a copy of The Power Broker, is a 
figure of St. George slaying the dragon. Someone at 
Knopf gave it to me. I don’t take weekends off when I 
write. But then, whenever I finish a section, Ina and 
I take a long vacation. When I’ve finished this sec-
tion for my next book, I think we’ll go to France.” 
—As told to Thomas Gebremedhin

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEREMY LIEBMAN

still life

ROBERT CARO
The Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer shares a few of his favorite things.

EX ACT LY
L I K E 
NOTHING 
ELSE
Cotton linens, cotton curtains, cotton artwork 
and even a seven-story spiral staircase made  
to evoke the spinning of cotton. From the mind 
of Lázaro Rosa-Violán, the Cotton House Hotel 
is a one of a kind experience you can only find 
in the Autograph Collection. Gracias, Lázaro!

Watch this story and explore our collection  
of independent hotels at autographhotels.com

L Á Z A RO ROSA -V I O L Á N I N TER IOR DESIGN ER

H OTEL  N O.

COT TO N H O USE  H OTEL
BA RCELONA
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